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Foreword 

 

The five day workshop aims to give researchers a basic practical knowledge of commonly used 

computational tools and databases in high throughput data analysis. Extensive lectures and 

hands on will be provided by subject experts to teach the use of various simple and advanced 

sequence analysis software that perform complete analysis of high throughput data produced 

by emerging technologies like Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), proteomics and gene-

expression experiments.  

The workshop will also include practical modules on basic Linux, sequence analysis tools, 

sequence analysis packages, annotation tools like Artemis and Artemis Comparison Tools (ACT), 

sample preparation for mass spectrometry and data analysis. Apart from this, the participants 

will also be given demos for commercial packages like Avadis NGS, MacVector and GOLD.  The 

workshop consists of lectures and comprehensive hands-on sessions on the course content 

mentioned above in around 45 hours contact time. The mode of instructions will be informal 

for personal and better attention to each participant. Informal and formal Interactions with 

domain experts will also be facilitated as an important workshop activity. 

A workshop web site has been setup to enable the participants to have access to workshop 

material any time. A course pen drive will be distributed to each participant to have access to 

the publicly available tools, tutorials and Linux operating system, when they go back to their 

respective laboratories. 
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Sequence formats and 

Databases [DG]

Time (Hrs.)

Mass Spectometry 

based proteomics [IK]

Introduction to 

massively parallel 

sequencing [AM]

Overview of NGS and 

its applications

Experiment Demo [IK]
Tea/Coffee Overview of Avadis 

NGS software

Registration

Inauguration and 

Introductions [VSC] 

Next generation 

human genetics [AM]
Tea/Coffee Tea/Coffee

Basics of UNIX [DG] DNAseq Workflow
Genome Assembly 

improvemnet and 

Validation [SH]Mass Spectrometry 

Data Analysis [IK]
Exome sequencing 

data analysis [NKB]Hands-on Session RNAseq workflow

Hands-on Session 

[SH]

Hands-on Session 

[SH]
Lunch

Overview of 

PlasmoDB [DS]

Hands-on Session 

[NKB]
Hands-on Session

Hands-on Session 

[SH]

Introduction to 

EuPathDB [OH]

Tea/Coffee
Data Quality & mapping 

[NKB] Genome Assembly 

Primer [SH]

Tea/Coffee

EMBOSS [DG] Hands-on Session 

[DS]

Hands-on Session 

[NKB & AM]

Hands-on Session 

[AP]Hands-on Session Hands-on Session 

[SH]

Mop-up Session

GOLD [RK]

Mop-up Session

MacVector [JJ]

Mop-up Session
Guest Lecture [GPSR]

Tea/Coffee Tea/Coffee

Artemis and Artemis 

Comparision Tool (ACT) 

[AP]
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Chapter 1 

Bioinformatics basics 
 

This module will cover elements of few popular 
instances of operating systems, databases and 
bioinformatics application softwares. 
 

UNIX (Appendix) 
 

UNIX is an operating system which was first developed 
in the 1960s, and is the most favoured platform of 
choice till date for development of bioinformatics 
applications. The most popular versions of UNIX are Sun 
Solaris, GNU/Linux, BSD and MacOS X.   
 

PlasmoDB (Appendix) 
 

PlasmoDB (http://PlasmoDB.org) is a functional 
genomic database for Plasmodium spp., a set of single-
celled eukaryotic pathogens that cause human and 
animal diseases, including malaria.  It provides a 
resource for data analysis and visualization in a gene-
by-gene or genome-wide scale. PlasmoDB belongs to a 
family of genomic resources that are housed under the 
EuPathDB (http://EuPathDB.org) Bioinformatics 
Resource Center (BRC) umbrella. 
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EMBOSS (Appendix) 
 

The European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite 
(EMBOSS) is a high quality, well documented package 
of open source software tools for molecular biology. It 
includes over 200 applications for molecular 
sequence analysis and other common tasks in 
bioinformatics. It integrates the core applications with 
a range of popular third party software packages 
under a consistent and powerful command line 
interface.  
 

MacVector (Supplementary file 1) 
 

MacVector is a comprehensive Macintosh application 
that provides sequence editing, primer design, 
internet database searching, protein analysis, 
sequence confirmation, multiple sequence alignment, 
phylogenetic reconstruction, coding region analysis, 
and a variety of other functions. MacVector is widely 
regarded as the most intuitive, easy to use program 
available for sequence analysis. 
 

GOLD (Supplementary file 2) 
 
GOLD (Genetic Optimisation for Ligand Docking) is a 
tool for docking ligands to proteins to study their 
interactions. It employs a genetic algorithm for 
docking flexible ligands into protein binding sites.  
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Chapter 2 

Mass Spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique that produces spectra 

(singular spectrum) of the masses of the atoms or molecules comprising a 

sample of material. The spectra are used to determine the elemental or 

isotopic signature of a sample, the masses of particles and of molecules, and to 

elucidate the chemical structures of molecules, such as peptides and other 

chemical compounds. Mass spectrometry works by ionizing chemical 

compounds to generate charged molecules or molecule fragments and 

measuring their mass-to-charge ratios. 

In a typical MS procedure, a sample, which may be solid, liquid, or gas, is 

ionized. The ions are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio. The 

ions are then detected by a mechanism capable of detecting charged particles. 

Signal processing results are displayed as spectra of the relative abundance of 

ions as a function of the mass-to-charge ratio. The atoms or molecules can be 

identified by correlating known masses to the identified masses or through a 

characteristic fragmentation pattern. 

 

  

Fig 1. Mass Spectrometer’s working   Fig.2 Mass Spectra of a sample protein 
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Proteomics Exercise:  

  

Comparative proteomic profiling of Saponin vs Streptolysisn-O 

treated Plasmodium falciparum infected erythrocytes.  
 

Introduction:  

  

The objective of this exercise is to identify the proteins present in parasitophorous 

vacuoles (PV, fig.1) of Plasmodium falciparum infected erythrocytes by mass 

spectrometry. This will be achieved by comparative mass spectrometry analysis of 

protein fractions obtained from two different membrane disruption approaches. 

The first method essentially involves treatment of infected erythrocytes with 

Streptolysin O (SLO, enzyme) which results in the release of the erythrocyte 

cytosol that can be collected after centrifugation. Whereas the second approach 

employs saponin (detergent) mediated disintegration of both the erythrocyte 

membrane and as well as the parasitophorous vacuolar membrane of an infected 

erythrocyte. The cytosol and PV fractions can then be separated from intact 

parasites by centrifugation and later processed for mass spectrometry analysis.  

  

 

Figure 3. Plasmodium Infected RBC   
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Permeabilization of iRBC with Streptolysin O  

Sigma provides SLO as a lyophilized powder with a total activity of 25,000 units.  

1. Dissolve SLO in 2.25 mL PBS (phosphate buffer saline).  

2. Make aliquots of 90 μL and freeze them at -20° C.  

3. Thaw 90 μl SLO and add 10 μl of 1 M DTT (in water or PBS) - incubating 

15 minutes at RT yields activated SLO (SLO*). Use 300 units SLO* for 1 x 

108 iRBC.  

4. 10
8
 iRBC are dissolved in 70 μL PBS.  

5. Add 30 μL SLO*.  

6. Incubate for 10 minutes at RT.  

7. Centrifuge the samples at 2,500 x g for 5 min. 

8. Remove supernatant (containing only erythrocyte cytosol contents). 

 

  

Permeabilization of iRBC with Saponin  

• Incubate iRBC (in aliquots of 2 x 108 cells) in 200 μL of 0.1% saponin in 

PBS pH 7.2 on ice for 5 minutes.  

• Centrifuge the samples at 2,500 x g for 5 minutes  

• Remove supernatant (containing erythrocyte cytosol and PV contents).  
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 In-Solution Digestion Protocol   

  
Chemical Reagents:   

• Trypsin: Promega sequencing grade modified trypsin (V511A), 20 ug 

lyophilized powder, can be stored in solution for several weeks at -20°C.   

• ddH2O: MilliQ water or HPLC water.   

  

Solutions:   

• 200 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT) in 100 mM NH4HCO3  

  

• 50 mM NH4 HCO 3:   

  

• 1M iodoacetamide in 100 mM NH4 HCO 3   

  

• Buffer A: 50% Acetonitrile (ACN) and 0.1% formic acid in ddH2O   

  

• Buffer B: 0.1% formic acid in ddH2O   

  

1. Sample Preparation   

  

Make up the volume of samples upto 100 µl in 50mM NH4HCO3. It is highly 

recommended that the samples be free of any detergents before digestion (most 

detergents can be removed by protein precipitation and/or ion exchange 

chromatography).   

  

2. Disulfide Reduction  

Reduce the samples by adding 5 µl of DTT stock to the 100 µl sample, vortex the 

sample, spin it down with a quick burst in the centrifuge and let the sample reduce 

at room temperature for 45 - 60 minutes.   
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3. Sulfhydryl Alkylation   

Alkylate the sample by adding 4 µl of the iodoacetamide stock to the sample and 

vortex followed by a quick spin to get the sample to the bottom of the tube. 

Alkylate for 45 – 60 minutes at room temperature.  

4. Trypsin Digest  

1. The concentration ratio of trypsin to sample should lie between 1:50 to 1:20 

i.e. 1 mg of trypsin for every 50 to 20 mg of protein.   

2. Gently vortex and spin the sample. To allow complete digestion incubate the 

samples at 37°C for overnight, or at least for 18 hrs. Gentle or periodic 

mixing is optional.  

  

  

Data acquisition on LCMS/MS   

(Orbitrap Velos Pro equipped with nano-LC Easy nLC-1000- Thermofischer 

Scientific)  

 The trypsin digested samples will be injected into the LCMS/MS system. The 

loaded peptide mixture will be separated on a C-18 column using increasing 

concentration of acetonitrile and directly sprayed into the MS. The precursors will 

be analyzed using Data Dependant mode in Orbitrap with a resolution of 60000 

and will be fragmented in Ion trap using Collision Induced Dissociation (CID). 

The data will be acquired for top 20 precursors.   
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Data Analysis  

 

The data acquired on LCMS/MS will be searched for proteins identifications using 

Proteome Discoverer 1.4 (Thermofischer Scientific) software. Proteome 

Discoverer software is a comprehensive tool for proteomic data analysis. It 

supports multiple dissociation techniques, quantitation technologies, and database 

search algorithms for more confident and comprehensive protein identification 

and characterization. The Proteome Discoverer Daemon facilitates automated 

data analysis for greater productivity. 

 

Orbitrap Velos Pro   
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Chapter 3 

Massive Parallel Sequencing and data analysis  

(Appendices) 

 

Massive parallel sequencing encompasses several high-throughput approaches to 

DNA sequencing. It is also called next-generation sequencing (NGS) or second-

generation sequencing.  

Few of the well known NGS platforms are Roche 454, GS FLX Titanium, Illumina 

MiSeq, Illumina HiSeq, Illumina Genome Analyzer IIX, Life Technologies Solid 

4, Helicos Biosciences Heliscope and Pacific Biosciences SMRT. 

Exome sequencing (also known as targeted exome capture) is an efficient strategy 

to selectively sequence the coding regions of the genome as an alternative to whole 

genome sequencing. Exons are short, functionally important sequences of DNA 

which represent the regions in genes that are translated into protein and the 

untranslated region (UTR) flanking them. UTRs are usually not included in exome 

studies.  

 

Avadis NGS is an analysis platform for NGS data, designed and engineered 

with the biologist in mind. 

The features supported in the application are: 

1. Raw Read Alignment 

 

2. Import 

 

3. QC and Pre-processing 

 

4. Applications 

 ChIP-Seq Analysis 

 DNA Variant Analysis  
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 RNA-Seq Analysis 

 Small RNA Analysis 

 

5. Visualization 

 Genome Browser  

 Gene View 

 

6. Downstream analysis and utilities 

 

Avadis NGS is developed on the Avadis platform, using similar design 

principles as the GeneSpring application. GeneSpring is a trademark of Agilent 

Technologies Inc., and Avadis is the trademark of Strand Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd. 

In the future, the features of Avadis NGS are also expected to be available 

integrated with the GeneSpring application.   
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Chapter 4  

Genome Assembly and Annotation 

 

4.1 Practical Workshop: de novo genome assembly  

Introduction 

The aim of this workshop is to familiarize you with the basic workflow of de novo genome 

assembly using Velvet and highlight some key steps within the process which you can 

manipulate to improve the final result.  

Setting up the environment 

You will be working with within the virtual environment along with some data file that you 

will be given to you during the workshop. Those data files will have to be copied into your 

virtual box share folder before you can continue beyond this point.  

Compiling Velvet 

The virtual machine has velvet pre-installed for this workshop. However, it is possible that 

you might have to install velvet by yourself in the future. Thus we will go through the 

process of unzipping and compiling the software in the first exercise. 

 

Note: all –rt will sort the files in the directory and list the contents in an ascending order of 

their modified date. Thus, the most recently added files at listed at the bottom. 

 

 

Which new files have been created? 

 

 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/01_compiling_velvet 

tar –xzvf velvet_1.2.10.tgz 

cd ./velvet 

make 

ll -rt 
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Choosing the right hash length could prove crucial while acquiring optimal assemblies. 

Depending on the dataset, you might wish to use long hash lengths. By default, velvet is 

compiled with a maximum of k-mer 31, but you can increase this limit by adjusting the 

MAXKMERLENGTH parameter.  The example below will allow velvet to run with a 

maximum k-mer length of 75bp. However, by storing longer words, Velvet will be requiring 

more memory, so adjust this variable according to your needs and memory resources. 

 

Sometimes you might want to use libraries having different insert sizes or which are 

derived from different samples altogether. By default, there are only two short read 

categories, but this variable can be extended to your needs. In that case, you will need to 

compile it with the CATEGORIES flag. The example below will allow for 10 different 

libraries. 

 

Read lengths are stored on signed 16bit integers, meaning that if you assemble contigs 

longer than 32kb long, then more memory is required to store the coordinates. In that case, 

you will need to compile it with the LONGSEQUENCES flag. 

 

How about combining them all? 

 

There are 2 main programs that you will need to run: 

1) velveth – reads processing 

2) velvetg – de Bruijn graph assembly 

Let us look at what they are by executing the command. 

  

 

./velveth 

./velvetg 

make CATEGORIES=10 LONGSEQUENCES=1 MAXKMERLENGTH=75 

make LONGSEQUENCES=1 

make CATEGORIES=10 

make MAXKMERLENGTH=75 
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The executable files are currently stored in the “01_compiling_velvet” folder. To make it 

accessible from the rest of your folders, you can either add that to your PATH variable or 

create a symbolic link to those two executable programs where you will most likely use 

them. We will not be demonstrating either of them here as I have already preinstalled a 

version of velvet in the virtual environment. 

 

Creating your first assembly 

Now that you should know how to configure and install velvet, Let us move ahead and 

generate your first de novo genome assembly. You will have to access the data files stored 

in the “02_default_assembly” folder by moving to that location. You will be doing all your 

assembly there. Velveth is the first command which you will need to run to pre-process the 

reads for assembly. Can you guess what does each of the parameter mean? 

 

 

 

Let us see what has been created by velveth. Go into the directory single_51 that has been 

created. 

 

 

cd ./single_51 

ls –lh 

cat Log 

head Sequences 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/02_default_assembly 

ls –l 

velveth single_51 51 -short -fastq.gz single.fastq.gz 
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Now, Let us generate the assembly by using the velvetg command. The minimum 

parameter you have to provide in velvetg is the folder which you created using velveth. 

 

 

 

Let us check the result of the final assembly. 

 

 

 

cat ./single_51/Log 

 

cd .. 

time velvetg single_51 

What is recorded in the log file? 

 

 

 

What information can you see in the Sequence file? 

 

 

 

How big is the Sequence file? 
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What if we were to try different K-mer sizes? 

 

 

 

 Assembly with K-mer 51 Assembly with K-mer 71 

Total assembly Size   

Largest coting size   

N50 size   

Number of contigs   

What are the differences in the assembly stats? 

velveth single_71 71 -short -fastq.gz single.fastq.gz 

velvetg single_71 

cat ./single_71/Log 

 

What is the maximum contig size for our assembly? 

 

 

What is the total assembly size? 

 

 

What is the n50? 

 

 

How many contigs are there in the assembly? 
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If paired-end reads are available, it will help the assembling process better. Let us see how 

the assembly will look if we were to use a normal Illumina Paired end library from the 

same library as single.fastq.gz. 

 

 

 

 

 Single-end reads only Paired-end reads 

Total assembly Size   

Largest contig size   

N50 size   

Number of contigs   

 

Let us have an even closer look at the assembly stats other than N50, total size and largest 

contig size. 

 

 

 

The astat command is actually a shortcut to another command in the PAGIT toolkit (which 

we will discuss later). It gives us more stats than the default Velvet assembler log. It might 

astat ./paired_71/contig.fa 

What are the differences in the assembly stats? 

velveth paired_71 71 –fastq.gz –separate -shortPaired fwd.fastq.gz 

rev.fastq.gz 

 

velvetg paired_71 

 

cat ./paired_71/Log 
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be interesting for you to find out where this shortcut points. But let us focus on the output 

from astat. 

 

 

Most likely if you ran velvet by default, it would have generated many small fragments 

(about selected K-mer size x 2) which are not usually useful. Let us see if we can filter those 

small fragments out of the assembly and calculate the statistics for contigs greater than 

1000bp. 

  

 

 Paired-end (default) Paired-end (default) min100bp 

Total assembly Size   

Largest contig size   

N50 size   

Number of contigs   

What are the differences in the assembly stats? 

astat –l 1000 ./paired_71/contig.fa 

What does N80 represent? 

 

 

What does the n = x number mean for each line? 

 

 

What is the N80 of  ./paired_71/contig.fa ? 

  

 

What is the N100 of ./paired_71/contig.fa ? 
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It is quite likely that the short contigs accounted for most of the fragments within the 

assembly. They are probably noises within the assembly and removing them at an earlier 

stage will help you with your workflow. You can automatically filter out short contigs by 

putting this option “-min_contig_lgth 1000” when you run velvetg. There are quite a few 

options which you can tweak within velvetg and you can learn more about them either in 

the Velvet manual or by running velvetg without any other parameter. However we will 

look at how we can improve the assembly by setting the -cov_cutoff and –exp_cov 

parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

There are other ways to assess the quality of the assembly instead of N50s. As the reads 

were used in the assembly, they should all be mapped onto the final assembly and 

“properly paired”. A proper pairing read is a read that is mapped in the correct (facing 

towards each other) orientation with its other mated read and is within the expected insert 

size distance. In order to find out about that, we can use an aligner to map the reads back 

onto the genome. 

What is the velvet estimated expected coverage? 

 

 

What is the velvet estimated coverage cutoff value? 

 

 

What are the improvements when we use set the –cov_cutoff and-exp_cov parameters? 

 

mv ./paired_71/contig.fa ./paired_71/contig.fa.0 

velvetg paired_71 –cov_cutoff auto –exp_cov auto –min_contig_lgth 1000 

astat ./paired_71.contig.fa 
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You might want to try repeating this step for the other assemblies you have created so far. 

It is always a good idea to calculate these stats as part of your assembly workflow.  

 

One thing that we haven’t touched on till now is how velvet handles the quality scores 

within the FastQ file. Unfortunately, velvet does not take into account quality 

information at all. That means that it is left to you to preprocess your data before 

assembling them. In order to understand the quality profile of your initial data, we will first 

do a health check. 

How many reads are mapped onto the genome? 

 

 

How many mapped reads are properly paired? How many percent of the total reads does that 

represent? 

 

 

cd ./paired_71/ 

bwa index contigs.fa 

bwa aln contigs.fa ../fwd.fastq.gz > fwd.sai 

bwa aln contigs.fa ../rev.fastq.gz > rev.sai 

bwa sampe contigs.fa fwd.sai rev.sai ../fwd.fastq.gz ../rev.fastq.gz > 

    contigs.sam 

samtools view –bS –T contigs.fa contigs.sam > contigs.bam 

samtools sort contigs.bam contigs.sorted 

samtools index contigs.sorted.bam 

samtools flagstat contigs.sorted.bam 
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The firefox command will launch the web-browser and open up the fastqc report for 

fwd.fastq.gz. 

 

 

 

 

From the quality plot above, you can see that the quality drops below Q20 at the end of the 

read after base 90. Those poor quality bases at the end of each read might create some 

error within our assembly. There are various ways to remove those erroneous bases but 

we will concentrate on using the tool Trimmomatic to dynamically remove those low 

quality bases. 

 

cd .. 

fastqc fwd.fastq.gz 

fastqc rev.fastq.gz 

firefox ./fwd_fastqc/fastqc_report.html 
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You can find out more about Trimmomatic and see what each of the options (LEADING, 

TRAILING, SLIDINGWINDOW and MINLEN) means by going to this link: 

http://www.usadellab.org/cms/index.php?page=trimmomatic 

Trimmomatic created 4 files p.1.fastq, p.2.fastq, up.1.fastq and up.2.fastq. Files prefixed 

with “p.” contained trimmed reads where their mates are still present after the filtering 

process. This is what you want to use. Files prefixed with “up.” represent reads that had 

their other mate removed and they are not singleton. We will not be using it for this 

workshop and we can remove them to save some space. However, you might want to keep 

them somewhere for your own assembly. We are also going to zip up the “p” files to save 

some space. 

 

 

How many paired reads are left after trimming? 

 

 

How many singleton reads are left after trimming? 

 

 

rm up.*.fastq 

gzip p.1.fastq 

gzip p.2.fastq 

fastqc p.1.fastq.gz 

firefox ./p.1_fastqc/fastqc_report.html 

 

java -classpath ~/softwares/Trimmomatic-0.22/trimmomatic-0.22.jar  

 org.usadellab.trimmomatic.TrimmomaticPE  -phred33  

fwd.fastq.gz rev.fastq.gz p.1.fastq up.1.fastq  

p.2.fastq up.2.fastq LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 

MINLEN:50 
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Now that we have the trimmed data files, Let us try running the assembly with the new 

dataset. 

 

 

 Paired-end (no trim) Paired-end (trimmed) 

Total assembly Size   

Largest contig size   

N50 size   

Number of contigs   

Percentage of PP mapped reads   

 

What are the differences in the assembly stats? 

velveth trim_paired_71 71 -fastq.gz -separate -shortPaired p.1.fastq.gz 

 p.2.fastq.gz 

 

velvetg trim_paired_71 –cov_cutoff auto –exp_cov auto –min_contig_lgth 

 1000 

 

astat ./trim_paired_71/contig.fa 

cd ./trim_paired_71 

bwa index contigs.fa 

bwa aln contigs.fa ../p.1.fastq.gz > fwd.sai 

bwa aln contigs.fa ../p.2.fastq.gz > rev.sai 

bwa sampe contigs.fa fwd.sai rev.sai ../p.1.fastq.gz ../p.2.fastq.gz > 

    contigs.sam 

samtools view –bS –T contigs.fa contigs.sam > contigs.bam 

samtools sort contigs.bam contigs.sorted 

samtools index contigs.sorted.bam 

samtools flagstat contigs.sorted.bam 
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4.2 Practical Workshop: Genome assembly improvement  

Introduction 

The aim of this section is to acquaint you with some of the basic procedures used for 

genome assembly improvement and validation. 

Where we were previously 

You were introduced to velvet and some basic steps which you can employ to improve the 

outcome of the assembly. However it does not often generate the final curated format of 

genome that can be published. This is because there are often errors within the genome 

assembly that needs to be fixed. There will also be regions within the genome that can still 

be improved.  

Scaffolding of the genome assembly 

If you have access to either short pair-end or long mate-pair libraries, you can use the 

pairing information to stitch contigs into scaffold by estimating their distances. This can be 

incredibly useful to improve your assembly. Let us try to scaffold our previously assembly. 

First copy your final contig.fa file from the previous lesson to the new directory. 

 

 

 

We will be using the program SSPACE to scaffold our assembly and you can learn more 

about it from this link: http://www.baseclear.com/landingpages/basetools-a-wide-range-

of-bioinformatics-solutions/sspacev12/ 

 

Before you can run SSPACE, you will need to inform SSPACE about some information 

regarding your libraries. The filename, their insert size information, expected insert size 

error you expect to see within your library and their orientation.  

 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/03_Scaffold_exercise 

cp ../02_default_assembly/trim_paired_71/contig.fa step02.fa 

mv ../02_default_assembly/p.1.fastq.gz . 

mv ../02_default_assembly/p.2.fastq.gz . 
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We will have to unzip the data files as SSPACE will not process zip files. 

 

 

 

Create a file call sspace.config.txt by calling the text editor gedit 

 

 

 

and put in the following line (be mindful of the spaces): 

lib p.1.fastq p.2.fastq 350 0.25 FR 

 

Next, we can run the SSPACE program and attempt to scaffold the previous assembly. The 

final scaffold assembly is stored in the file standard_output.final.scaffolds.fasta 

 

 

 

 

SSPACE_Basic_v2.0.pl -l sspace.cnfig.txt  -s step02.fa 

cat standard_output.summaryfile.txt 

gedit sspace.config.txt 

gunzip p.1.fastq.gz 

gunzip p.2.fastq.gz 
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Closing the assembly gaps 

In order to close the gaps within your scaffolds, you can use GapFiller or Image tool to close 

them. Both work in a similar manner where reads are mapped to the edges to the gaps or 

edges (for the contig extension option) of the contig. Reads that are successfully mapped 

are then used to fill in the missing bases. This process is repeated multiple times to close 

bigger gaps. In this exercise, we will use GapFiller to close the gaps that were created from 

the scaffolding assembly that you have generated earlier. 

What is the maximum scaffold size for our assembly? 

 

 

What is the total assembly size? 

 

 

What is the Scaffold n50? 

 

 

How many Scaffolds are there in the assembly? 

 

 

How many N-bases are there in the assembly? 

 

 

How does every stat compares with the previous contigs? 
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Create a file call gapfill.config.txt by calling the text editor gedit 

 

and put in the following line (be mindful of the spaces): 

lib bowtie p.1.fastq p.2.fastq 350 0.25 FR 

Next, we can run the gapfiller program to fill in the assembly gaps with the paired –end 

data. The final scaffold assembly is saved in: standard_output.final.scaffolds.fasta . 

 

 

How many cycle did GapFiller run? 

 

How many gaps did GapFiller close within the first cycle? 

 

 

How many single N’s remain after the execution? 

 

 

Are there any changes to the other assembly stats? 

 

 

GapFiller.pl -l gapfill.config.txt -s step_03.fa 

cat standard_output/standard_output.summaryfile.final.txt 

gedit gapfill.config.txt 

 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/04_Gap_fill_exercise 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/standard_output.final.scaffolds.fasta step03.fa 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.1.fastq . 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.2.fastq . 
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Visualizing the genome assembly and identifying errors. 

Now that you have filled in the gaps, we should visualize the genome in the context of the 

published reference genome to have an overview picture of your assembly. To do that, we 

first have to order and orientate our scaffold according to the reference genome. This way, 

we will be able to compare them effectively. To do that, we will be using the tool abacas 

from PAGIT. 

 

 

 

Abacas will create a pseudo molecule based on the reference you have provided. The file 

that you can use is: step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta . In addition, Abacas will provide you 

with a crunch comparison file: step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.crunch where we will be using 

later to compare it to the reference. It is a good idea now to map the reads back to both the 

reference genome and pseudo molecule. 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/05_Visualize_1_exercise  

cp ../04_Gap_fill_exercise/standard_output/ 

    standard_output.gapfilled.final.fa step04.fa 

abacas.pl -r FN649414.fasta -q step04.fa -p nucmer -a –c 
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cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/05_Visualize_1_exercise  

cp ../04_Gap_fill_exercise/standard_output/ 

    standard_output.gapfilled.final.fa step04.fa 

abacas.pl -r FN649414.fasta -q step04.fa -p nucmer -a –c 

 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.1.fastq . 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.2.fastq . 

bwa index step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta 

bwa aln step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta p.1.fastq.gz > fwd.sai 

bwa aln step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta p.2.fastq.gz > rev.sai 

bwa sampe step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta fwd.sai rev.sai p.1.fastq   

     p.2.fastq.gz > pseudo.sam 

 

samtools view –bS –T step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta pseudo.sam > 

      pseudo.bam 

samtools sort pseudo.bam pseudo.sorted 

samtools index pseudo.sorted.bam 

samtools flagstat pseudo.sorted.bam > pseudo.sorted.bam.stats 

 

bwa index FN649414.fasta 

bwa aln FN649414.fasta p.1.fastq.gz > fwd.sai 

bwa aln FN649414.fasta p.2.fastq.gz > rev.sai 

bwa sampe FN649414.fasta fwd.sai rev.sai p.1.fastq p.2.fastq.gz >  

      reference.sam 

samtools view –bS –T FN649414.fasta reference.sam > reference.bam 

samtools sort reference.bam reference.sorted 

samtools index reference.sorted.bam 

samtools flagstat reference.sorted.bam > reference.sorted.bam.stats 

 

 

samtools index reference.sorted.bam 

samtools flagstat reference.sorted.bam > reference.sorted.bam.stats 
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Now that you have two bam files (pseudo.sorted.bam, reference.sorted.bam), we can now 

open them in artemis to visualize the genome. You can either click the shortcut button to 

Artemis on the side task bar or enter this command line to launch artemis. 

 

 

 

After artemis has started, you can open the fasta file you have prepared earlier and load the 

pseudo.sorted.bam file onto the assembly. You should see something similar to this. 

 

 

 

Turn on the feature “Mark ambiguity” , strand stack visualization with SNP marking. Scroll 

through the pseudo molecule and see if you can identify any assembly error. Example of 

SNPs within the pseudo molecule can be seen in the images below: 

art 
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If you turn on insert size distribution, you might be able to find regions in the genome that 

were misassembled. 

 

 

 

 

Let us see how the genome looks when compared to the reference genome. You can 

activate act from the shortcut on the left taskbar or enter this command line to launch act. 

 

Which region in the genome has a single SNP? 

 

 

Are there any particular region of the genome where SNPs clusters 
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In the next window, select the following files for comparison: 

Sequence file 1:    FN649414.fasta 

Comparison file 1:    step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.crunch  

Sequence file 2:    step04.fa_FN649414.fasta.fasta  

 

You should see something similar to the image below. ACT allows you to have an overview 

of how the assembly compares to your reference genome. 

 

 

 

 

Correcting assembly error using reapr. 

Now that we have identified some errors, Let us see if we can correct them. The pseudo 

molecule that you have just created is mainly used for visualizing the genome. It is better to 

use the last assembly file that you have created from the GapFiller stage.  This process will 

act 
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take a very long time and it might be worth leaving it overnight if you were working on 

your own data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is always good visualize the final corrected assembly by mapping the reads back onto the 

result fasta file and seeing it in Artemis to confirm if the reapr has not left out anything. You 

can repeat the previous step above to redo the visualization process or write this up as a 

script for ease. 

How many bases are corrected by reapr? 

 

 

How many scaffold did reapr break? 

 

 

cd /home/b308/Desktop/Practicals/06_Correct_errors  

cp ../04_Gap_fill_exercise/standard_output/ 

    standard_output.gapfilled.final.fa step04.fa 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.1.fastq . 

cp ../03_Scaffold_exercise/p.2.fastq . 

reapr facheck step04.fa step04_checked 

reapr smaltmap step04_checked.fa p.1.fastq p.2.fastq mapping.bam 

reapr pipeline step04_checked.fa mapping.bam outdir 
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ABSTRACT

PlasmoDB (http://PlasmoDB.org) is a functional
genomic database for Plasmodium spp. that pro-
vides a resource for data analysis and visuali-
zation in a gene-by-gene or genome-wide scale.
PlasmoDB belongs to a family of genomic resources
that are housed under the EuPathDB (http://
EuPathDB.org) Bioinformatics Resource Center
(BRC) umbrella. The latest release, PlasmoDB 5.5,
contains numerous new data types from several
broad categories—annotated genomes, evidence
of transcription, proteomics evidence, protein func-
tion evidence, population biology and evolution.
Data in PlasmoDB can be queried by selecting the
data of interest from a query grid or drop down
menus. Various results can then be combined with
each other on the query history page. Search results
can be downloaded with associated functional data
and registered users can store their query history
for future retrieval or analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Plasmodium spp. are obligate intracellular protozoan para-
sites of humans and animals, and are the causative agents
of malaria. Transmission of these parasites to humans
occurs via the Anopheles mosquito vector and the

geographic distribution of endemic regions puts almost
half of the world’s population at risk to contracting
malaria. This disease is a major source of morbidity and
mortality worldwide, which results in 300–500 million
clinical cases and 1–2 million deaths annually (1,2).
While several species of Plasmodium cause disease in
humans (including P. vivax, P. malariae, P. ovale and
P. knowlesi), P. falciparum is by far the deadliest (1,3).
The life cycle of the Plasmodium parasite takes it through
multiple cell types (in the vertebrate host and arthropod
vector) during which the parasite undergoes multiple
developmental changes (both sexual and asexual). The
different life-cycle stages are marked by specific genomic,
transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic states.
Understanding how these changes are triggered and orche-
strated requires mechanisms to view and interrogate geno-
mic and functional genomic data in a powerful and
intuitive manner. Over the past 10 years, PlasmoDB has
evolved into a venue that integrates such data and allows
the user to perform complex queries tailored to their spe-
cific needs and interests.

UPDATED DATA CONTENT

The data available in PlasmoDB has expanded to include
genomic and functional data from eight Plasmodium spe-
cies and is summarized in Table 1 (4). The current release
(PlasmoDB 5.5) contains fully sequenced and annotated
genomes of P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei,
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P. chabaudi and P. knowlesi. Importantly, PlasmoDB 5.5
contains results of annotation efforts from multiple
sources including the recent systematic effort to update
the P. falciparum genome that is an ongoing project
started at a workshop in late 2007 co-organized by the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI) and EuPathDB
(formerly ApiDB) teams. Reannotation data have been
released in incremental steps (snapshots) in order to pro-
vide timely information to users of PlasmoDB and to
solicit user comments regarding the reannotations.
Transcript expression data [microarray, expressed

sequence tags (ESTs) and serial analysis of gene expres-
sion (SAGE)] available through PlasmoDB has expanded
dramatically over the past few releases to include micro-
array data from multiple life-cycle stages, gene knock-out
mutants of P. falciparum and P. berghei (5–12) and multi-
ple stages of P. yoelii (mosquito, erythrocytic and liver
stages) (13). Also included are EST data from over 130

libraries (P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. berghei and P. yoelii)
(14,15) [dbEST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/)]
and SAGE data (P. falciparum only) (16–18). Protein
expression evidence includes data from various life-
cycle stages (P. falciparum, P. berghei and P. yoelii)
(11,13,19–21; Leiden Malaria Group, unpublished data).

Population biology evidence (P. falciparum only)
includes mapping of microsatellite data (22) onto the
genome (available as a genome browser track), single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data from resequencing
efforts of more than 20P. falciparum strains (P. reichenowi
is included as an out-group for comparison purposes)
and data from nearly 100P. falciparum isolates (23–25).
OrthoMCL analyses provide ortholog determinations
between the different species facilitating discovery of
shared genes between lineages (26). Protein function assign-
ments are aided by a number of additional functional
data types available through PlasmoDB 5.5 including

Table 1. Types of data available in PlasmoDB and example queries

Type of Data Species for which this data is available Example query

Genomic data
Full sequence and annotation P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi,

P. knowlesi
Search annotations for specific keyword (see
Figure 1C).

Sequence only P. reichenowi, P. gallinaceum Find sequence similarity using BLAST.

Transcript expression data
Microarray P. falciparum, P. berghei, P. yoelii Identify genes expressed at specific life-cycle stages.
EST P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. berghei, P. yoelii Confirm gene models and alternative gene models.
SAGE P. falciparum Identify genes with transcript evidence.

Protein expression data P. falciparum, P. berghei, P. yoelii Identify genes with protein expression evidence at
specific life-cycle stages.

Population biology
SNP
Microsatellite
Isolate data

P. falciparum Find highly polymorphic genes or distinguish
isolates based on their SNP profile.

Protein interaction
Yeast two hybrid
Interactome map

P. falciparum Identify possible interaction partners of a gene of
interest.

Putative function
GO annotation P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi,

P. knowlesi
Identify genes that have GO annotations.

EC numbers P. falciparum, P. yoelii, P. knowlesi Identify genes with enzymatic annotations.
Metabolic pathways P. falciparum Identify parasite-specific or missing metabolic

pathways.

Evolutionary
Orthology based P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi,

P. knowlesi
Identify genes specific to apicomplexa.

Homology based P. falciparum and P. yoelii Identify homologs of a gene or list of genes of
interest.

Protein features
Protein motifs
Interpro/pfam domains
Molecular weight
Isoelectric point
Protein structure
Immune epitopes

P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi,
P. knowlesi

Identify genes with specific protein attributes.

Protein localization
Signal peptide
Transmembrane domains
Targeting to the RBC

P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi,
P. knowlesi

Identify genes targeted to the host cell.

Apicoplast targeting P. falciparum Identify genes targeted to the apicoplast.
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Figure 1. Screenshots from PlasmoDB 5.5 and query workflow. (A) The top of the screenshot shows the PlasmoDB logo. On the left side are links to
various sections of PlasmoDB and a point for logging in or registering as a user (not required for using the site but useful for storing search histories.
The query grid is in the center and provides an access point to all searchable data in PlasmoDB. (B) This is a scheme of a workflow that a user may
follow when building a set of queries. Beginning at the left, queries can be performed starting from the query grid and the results can be joined using
operations available through the query history page. (C) Screen shots of a ‘key word’ search page, an example gene query history and a gene results
page. Note the add column feature in the results page that allows the addition of columns with additional data and the ability to sort results.
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evidence of protein–protein interaction (yeast two hybrid
and predicted interactome) (27,28), Genome Ontology
(GO) (29) and InterPro domain (30) annotations for
P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. berghei, P. yoelii, P. knowlesi
and P. chabaudi, Enzyme Commission (EC) number (29)
annotation for P. falciparum, P. yoelii and P. knowlesi (31)
and metabolic pathway assignments for P. falciparum (31).
In addition, subcellular localization of proteins is available
through signal peptide (32) and transmembrane domain
predictions (33) for P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. berghei,
P. yoelii, P. knowlesi and P. chabaudi, and parasite-specific
predictions (P. falciparum only) for apicoplast localization
(34) and export to the host cell (35–37).

HOW TO USE PLASMODB

A visitor to PlasmoDB can use the database in two general
ways: (i) To retrieve all available information associated
with a particular gene of interest using a search for an
exact gene ID, gene name or gene product name. (ii) To
ask single questions (Table 1) and/or conduct a series of
searches followed by refining the results by combining
them or subtracting them from one another. Starting
with the PlasmoDB home page (Figure 1A), a user can
perform a quick search by entering an identifier or test
term, or select a specific query from a number of drop-
down menus (data not shown). Alternatively, queries may
be accessed by visiting the ‘Queries and Tools’ section of
PlasmoDB (Figure 1A), which includes a grid display-
ing all available queries/searches. By using the queries
and tools, a user can interrogate data in PlasmoDB—the
third column of Table 1 includes example data-specific
questions that are available.
When conducting queries with the purpose of combin-

ing results it may be useful to visualize the searches in
a workflow environment where nodes are connected
using different criteria (‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’) (Figure 1B). In
PlasmoDB this would be accomplished by performing a
number of queries and subsequently combining the results
in the ‘query history’ section (Figure 1C, middle screen
shot). For example, one may be interested in identifying
a short list of possible vaccine candidates. One possible
way of accomplishing this would be by identifying all
proteins predicted to be exported to the host cell in
P. falciparum. There are three exported protein datasets
in PlasmoDB and a union (‘or’ function) of all three results
retrieves 405 genes (Figure 1B, steps 1 and 2). To restrict
this list further, intersecting (‘and’ function) these results
with genes that have no orthologs in mammals reduces the
results to 321 genes (Figure 1B, Step 3). Next a user may
further prune this list by intersecting the results with other
queries, such as genes that are nonpolymorphic between
a chloroquine sensitive (3D7) and resistant strain (Dd2).
This cuts the number of candidates to 32 genes (Figure 1B,
Step 4 and Figure 1C, right screen shot). Alternatively,
one may be interested in the genes that have protein
expression evidence in a particular stage in the parasite’s
life cycle (the results of an intersection with genes that
have proteomic evidence in gametocyte yields 27 genes).
Finally, examination of the list reveals several genes

encoding for rifins (a family of clonally variant proteins
expressed on the surface of infected red blood cells) (38),
and a user may wish to investigate genes other than
rifins—this can be accomplished by excluding (‘not’
operation) results of a keyword query using the term
‘rifin’ (Figure 1B, Step 5 and Figure 1C, left most
panel). A user may examine the specific gene pages for
more gene-specific details, download results with their
associated data or log in (if they have not done so
already) to ensure that their search strategy is saved for
future examination.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

It is expected that PlasmoDB will continue its data con-
tent and tool expansion as user needs require. We anti-
cipate the incorporation of multiple new data sets
including microarray, proteomic and specific parasite iso-
late data. Additionally, over the next few years we look
forward to incorporating sequence data from a dramati-
cally expanded Plasmodium spp. sequencing effort (http://
www.genome.gov/26525388). In the coming year, we
will also release a new user interface that will include a
workflow-based search strategy page, similar to what is
shown in Figure 1B, which we anticipate will provide a
more biologically intuitive and dynamic experience for
scientists accessing PlasmoDB and other EuPathDB sites.
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EMBOSS 
A Quick Guide 
European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite  

History 
Since 1988, the sequence analysis package EGCG has provided 
extensions to the market leading commercial sequence analysis 
package GCG. EGCG development was a collaboration of 
groups within EMBnet and elsewhere.  
That project has reached the limits of what we can achieve using 
the GCG package. Specifically, it is no longer possible to 
distribute academic software source code which uses the GCG 
libraries and has become difficult even to distribute binaries.  
As a result, the former EGCG developers have been designing a 
totally new generation of academic sequence analysis software. 
This has resulted in the present EMBOSS project.  
EMBOSS is a new suite of freely available programs and 
libraries for sequence analysis. It incorporates and integrates a 
range of currently available public packages and tools into a 
general, publicly available, suite specially developed for the 
needs of the Sanger Centre and the EMBnet user community. 

Licensing 
The EMBOSS core application suite is licensed under the 
General Public License (GPL) allowing free copying, 
modification and distribution of the package. 
The EMBOSS Libraries are licensed under the the Library 
General Public License. 
Associated packages may be licensed under different terms, all 
of which permit free redistribution of the software.  

Obtaining EMBOSS 
EMBOSS and the associated packages can be obtained via  FTP 
from the Sanger Centre, UK at ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/EMBOSS 

EMBOSS home page 
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/EMBOSS 

Running EMBOSS 
All EMBOSS programs are designed to be run from the 
comamnd line. Each program has a specific description file 
(ACD file) that describes the input and output parameters. All 
the parameters can be specified on the command line, allowing 
modular integration into graphical interfaces. 
To run an EMBOSS program, just type its name. Your system 
administrator should ensure that the programs are available in 
your $PATH. 

The Uniform Sequence Address (USA) 
The USA is a method of specifying the location of a sequence 
and its format. The general form is: 
Format::database:sequencename 
eg.  embl::em:scact  
EMBOSS is normally very good at identifying sequence formats 
automatically but occasionally needs a hint. Database will be 
one of the databases already set up at your site. The command 
% showdb  
lists  the databases available on your system. 
The sequencename can be either its name, accession number,  
the filename in which the sequence is found, or the sequence 
itself if asis::  format is specified. If you are taking one 
sequence from a multiple sequence file, put the sequence 
number in braces after the filename, eg: 
allmyseqs.fasta{32} 

EMBOSS programs 
You can obtain a list of EMBOSS programs with the command 
wossname. Useful qualifiers for wossname are : 
-alphabet List all programs in 

alphabetical order 
-auto List all programs without 

asking for a keyword. 
 
% wossname –alphabet –auto 
will list all the available emboss programs with a short 
description of the function of each program 
 
EMBOSS will by default only prompt you for the minimal input 
it needs to run the program.  The default behaviour can be 
changed using command line qualifiers. 

Important qualifiers 
The behaviour of EMBOSS programs can be modified by using 
a large number of qualifiers. This is a list of the more useful 
ones. 
 
-help Prints a summary of the options the 

program can take. With  -verbose  it gives a 
more detailed list. 

-options Prompt the user  for the optional parameters 
-auto Accept all the default settings and run 

without prompting  the user. 
-sask Ask for the start, end and reverse of the 

sequence input 
-stdout Print output to stdout  (the screen) instead 

of to a file. 
-filter Take input from stdin  (keyboard) and 

output to stdout  

What -help  tells you 
The –help  option lists the inputs to the program along with the 
input type (sequence, integer etc). There are additional qualifiers 
associated with many types. –verbose  will list all the additional 
qualifiers related to the input types for the program. 
 
 The qualifiers are listed in  three sections: 
 
Mandatory 
Qualifiers 

These are the minimum inputs the 
program needs to run. Some of 
these have default values which 
can be selected using -auto  

Optional Qualifiers These are qualifiers for which you 
will be prompted if you use the –
option  qualifier. All these 
qualifiers have default values. 

Advanced Qualifiers You will never be prompted for 
these. If you wish to use them you 
must specify them on the 
command line. 

EMBOSS parameter types 
 
Type Allowed values 
bool yes: -param   no: -noparam  
integer Whole numbers –param=5  
float decimal numbers –param=23.9  
range sequence ranges. eg. -param=1-12,35-99  
regexp a regular expression pattern 
string ordinary text. -param=’text with *’  
infile path of a file 
matrix integer scoring matrix for alignments  
matrixf floating point scoring matrix  
codon codon usage table 
sequence 
seqset 
seqall 

Uniform sequence address (USA) for the 
sequence or set of sequences. 

features Feature table 
list list of options 
selection  selection list of options 
outfile path to a file for nonsequence output 
seqout output sequence USA 
seqoutset multiple sequence file for output 
seqoutall multiple or single sequence output files 
featout output feature table 
graph output device for graphics images 
xygraph output device for XY graphs 
 
See the descriptions below for many of these. 



Associated qualifiers:  sequence, seqset, seqall   
-sbegin integer first base used [start] 
-send integer last base used [end] 
-sreverse bool reverse sequence [N] 
-sask bool prompt for begin/end/reverse [N] 
-snucleotide bool Sequence is nucleotide [N] 
-sprotein bool Sequence is protein [N] 
-slower bool Make sequence lowercase[N] 
-supper bool Make sequence uppercase[N] 
-sformat string input sequence format 
-sopenfile string input filename 
-sdbname string  database name 
-sentry string entry name/accession number 
-ufo string Feature table (UFO) 
-fformat string features format 

Associated qualifiers: seqout,  seqoutset,  seqoutall 
-osformat string output sequence format 
-osextension string filename extension 
-osname string base filename 
-osdbname string database name to add 
-ossingle bool seperate file for each entry[N] 
-oufo string features UFO 
-offormat string features format 
-ofname string features filename 

Associated qualifiers: features 
-fformat string features format 
-fopenfile string features filename 
-fask bool prompt for fbegin, fend, and 

freverse  
-fbegin integer features starting position 
-fend integer features end position 
-freverse boon features on the reverse strand [N] 

Associated qualiifers: featout 
-offormat string feature format 
-ofopenfile string output filename 
-ofextension string filename extension 
-ofname string filename 
-ofsingle bool write one feature per file 

Associated qualifiers: graph, xygraph 
-gprompt bool graph prompting 
-gtitle string graph title 
-gsubtitle string graph subtitle 
-gxtitle string x axis title 
-gytitle string y axis title 
-grtitle string  right axis (y2) title 
-gpages integer number of pages 
-goutfile string output filename  

EMBOSS and Graphics 
EMBOSS can support a number of different graphics output 
types depending on the features available on your system. It will 
prompt for a graphics device: 
Graphics device [x11]: 
Typing rubbish here then pressing return will give a lengthy list 
of devices, many of which are equivalent.  
The main graphics options are: 
[X] x11 Output to an X-window  
 postscript Output to a postscript file (good for 

printing on a laser printer) 
 cps Output to a colour postscript file 
 text Output to a text file 
 data  Output XY data points to a file. (good 

for importing into a graphing package) 
[P] png Output to a PNG image file (good for 

web pages) 
[X] Tek Output to tektronics terminal 
[X] xterm Output to an Xterm window 
 [X]- requires X-windows [P] – requires PNG support 
The default filename is prog.format eg. octanol.ps 

Some useful programs 

General 
 

wossname lists all EMBOSS programs 
showdb Shows the available databases 

Sequence retreival 
 

seqret retreives and/or changes format of a 
sequence 

seqretset 
seqretall 

retrieve and or change formats of a number 
of sequences at once 

transeq translate a DNA sequence to protein 
backtranseq translate a protein sequence to DNA 
extractseq extract regions from a sequence 
cutseq remove a region from a sequence 
pasteseq inserts a sequence into another sequence 
infoseq display information about a sequence 
splitter split a sequence into smaller sequences 

Sequence comparison 
 

needle Needleman-Wusch sequence alignment  
water Smith-Waterman sequence alignment 
stretcher Myers and Miller global alignment 
matcher Huang and Miller local alignment 
dottup 
dotmatcher 

dotplot comparisons of two sequences. 

prettyplot plots multiple sequence alignments 
polydot 
supermatcher 

dotplot comparisons of multiple sequences. 

  

Sequence parameters 
 

cusp generates a codon usage table 
syco synonymous codon usage plot 
dan calculates DNA/RNA melting temperature  
compseq sequence composition tables 

DNA Sequence features 
 

remap restriction map of the sequence 
cpgplot 
cpgreport 

CpG island detection 

etandem 
einverted 

finds tandem and inverted repeats 

plotorf plots potential ORFs 
showorf pretty display of potential ORFs 
fuzznuc DNA pattern search 
tfscan scans sequence for TF binding sites 

Protein Sequence features 
 

ief Isoelectric point calculation 
antigenic Finds potential antigenic sites 
digest protein digestion map 
findkm Vmax and Km calculations  
fuzzpro protein pattern search 
garnier protein 2D structure prediction 
helixturnhelix finds nucleic acid binding motifs 
octanol 
pepwindow 

displays protein hydropathy 

patmatdb 
patmatmotifs 

searching with motifs vs protein sequences 

pepcoil predicts coiled coil regions 
pepinfo 
pepstats 

Protein information 

pepwheel shows protein sequences as a helix. 
 
File formats supported by EMBOSS 
IntelliGenetics, Genbank, NBRF, EMBL, GCG, DNAStrider, 
Fitch, FASTA, Phylip, PIR, MSF, ASN.1, PAUP, ClustalW 
 
This Quick Guide was written by  and is copytight Dr David 
Martin at the Norwegian EMBnet node.  
Comments and suggestions for improving this guide should be 
addressed to him at david.martin@biotek.uio.no 
EMBnet is a network of academic and commercial 
bioinformatics institutes, supporting bioinformatics research and 
collaboration in more than countries worldwide. 
More information about EMBnet and details of your local node 
can be found at http://www.embnet.org 
An unlimited noncommercial right to redistribute the 
unamended document in printed or electronic form is granted 
without restriction.  
 



From quantitative trait locus mapping and linkage 
analysis to genome-wide association studies (GWASs), 
genetic markers have been used to locate causal genes 
underlying Mendelian and complex traits with impressive 
success: the molecular basis for nearly 3,000 Mendelian 
disorders is known [1] and over 4,500 single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) have been associated with a 
variety of human traits and complex diseases [2]. These 
studies rely on linkage with the disease-causing variant 
and, by their very nature, indirect genetic marker studies 
have limitations. The causal variant or gene remains 
unknown for the majority of the 4,500 SNPs associated 
with complex disease and for over 3,500 Mendelian 
disorders. New sequencing-based studies have emerged 
and are poised to change genetic mapping fundamentally 
by enabling the direct identification of causal sequence 
variants in a single experiment. We will no longer have to 
rely on linkage with the disease-causing variant; instead, 
by obtaining full sequence data for all genes we can now 
directly test for association with disease. As we have 
learned in the past few years, however, there is a great 
deal of human genetic variation [3] and finding the causal 
variant among thousands of candidates can be difficult.

Here we review the computational and statistical 
approaches that have emerged for managing these data in 
this rapidly exploding field. First, we briefly review the 

process for identifying variants in next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) studies and then discuss strategies for 
identifying the causal variant in Mendelian disorders 
among the total number of variants identified. We also 
discuss strategies for identifying the causal gene(s) in 
complex diseases among all genes in the genome, before 
outlining some challenges facing current exome 
sequencing studies.

Variant discovery in exome sequencing projects
NGS methods have been developed that harness 
massively parallel DNA sequencing [4] and enable large-
scale sequencing projects that have applications ranging 
from cataloging genetic diversity on a population level [3] 
to identifying a disease-causing variant in a single 
individual, which might lead to directed therapy [5]. 
Most large-scale medical sequencing projects so far have 
focused on the protein-coding region of the genome (the 
‘exome’). This has been driven in part by cost (whole 
genome sequencing is still relatively expensive for large 
sample sizes), biology (most known examples of disease-
causing variants alter the protein sequence), and practical 
considerations (there is currently little consensus on 
interpreting non-coding genetic variation).

Various methods have been developed to select a 
subset of the genome for sequencing, but only solid-
phase hybridization [6] and liquid-phase hybridization 
[7] have been commercially applied for selecting the 
entire human exome as the target for sequencing.  
After target enrichment, sequencing is performed using 
various NGS technologies, including reversible 
terminator reactions, sequencing by ligation, 
pyrosequencing and real-time sequencing [8]. These 
generate millions of short sequence copies, or reads, tiled 
across the portions of the reference genome that were 
targeted. Although numerous algorithms have been 
developed to align NGS reads to the reference genome 
(Bowtie, Short Oligonucleotide Analysis Package (SOAP) 
and Blat-like Fast Accurate Search Tool (BFAST), among 
others [9]), most sequencing projects use Mapping and 
Assembly with Qualities (MAQ) [10] or the Burroughs-
Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [11] because of computational 
efficiency and multi-platform compatibility. The resulting 

Abstract
New sequencing technology has enabled the 
identification of thousands of single nucleotide 
polymorphisms in the exome, and many 
computational and statistical approaches to identify 
disease-association signals have emerged.
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aligned sequence is then inspected for positions that vary 
from the human reference sequence and are identified as 
SNPs.

As with alignment tools, many algorithms have been 
developed to identify a high-quality set of variants in 
NGS projects. Most current SNP discovery tools rely on 
the calculation of genotype likelihoods at each position 
[10], defined as the probability of observing the  
given sequencing data (base calls and base quality  
scores) at that position given a set of underlying 
genotypes. Bayesian posterior probabilities can then be 
calculated for each potential genotype [12]. Two popular 
tools for SNP discovery in NGS data that are easily 
incorporated into data-processing pipelines are 
SAMtools [13] and the Genome Analysis Toolkit 
UnifiedGenotyper [14,15]. Other tools have been 
developed to exploit aspects of specific types of NGS 
technologies (optimizing base quality estimates from 
pyrosequences, for example) [16-18] or low-coverage 
sequencing data [18,19].

By applying the appropriate tool one can identify a set 
of positions in the sequencing data that are different from 
the reference sequence along with an indication of 
genotype quality. Typically 15,000 to 20,000 variants are 
discovered per exome, with the variation in this number 
occurring from different exome target definitions [20-23] 
(a target set with fewer genes or exons would be expected 
to have fewer total variants) and ancestry (individuals of 
African ancestry have more variants per exome than 
individuals of European ancestry [3], for example). By 
contrast, about 3 million SNPs per genome are discovered 
using whole-genome sequencing [24] because of the 
larger sequencing target (whole genome sequencing 
targets about 3 Gb, whereas the typical exome target is 
about 33 Mb). To facilitate the processing and sharing of 
these large datasets, the Variant Call Format (VCF) text 
file format [3] is emerging as the accepted format for 
reporting sequence variation from NGS projects, and the 
SAM/BAM file format is routinely being used for storing 
and sharing raw NGS data [13].

Challenges for variant discovery in exome sequencing 
projects
Because even a single base-pair change can be associated 
with disease, SNP discovery algorithms must robustly 
distinguish true variation from sequencing errors. This 
challenge is magnified in exome sequencing projects, in 
which discovering rare variants is often the goal. NGS 
has an inherently higher per-base error rate than Sanger 
sequencing [25] but is generally thought to compensate 
for these errors with much higher coverage (most NGS 
experiments for disease-association generate an average 
of greater than 20- to 30-fold coverage). Despite this 
degree of coverage, however, the higher error rate of NGS 

can introduce false-positive associations if cases and 
controls have differential coverage depths [26]. In large-
scale sequencing projects aimed at discovering rare 
variants associated with complex disease, differential 
coverage between cases and controls should be one of the 
quality control metrics (of potentially many); however, a 
standardized quality control approach to NGS data has 
not yet emerged.

Applying exome sequencing to Mendelian 
disorders
Exome sequencing has been successfully used to find the 
causal variant in several Mendelian disorders, such as 
Miller syndrome [27] (a rare autosomal recessive disorder 
characterized by craniofacial abnormalities), Kabuki 
syndrome [28] (an autosomal dominant form of mental 
retardation with facial abnormalities), and many others 
[29]. It is emerging as an attractive method for disease-
gene mapping in Mendelian traits when linkage studies 
have been inconclusive or impossible [23] (often owing to 
low numbers of affected individuals) or when looking for 
causal de novo mutations [20,28]. Successful studies have 
typically analyzed fewer than ten individuals and often 
only affected individuals have been sequenced. These 
small studies are underpowered for detecting association 
using currently available association tests and use a 
different analytic approach for novel gene discovery 
compared with methods developed for the analysis of 
complex diseases.

Identifying causal variants: filtering
Various heuristic filtering methods have been used to 
narrow the search for the causal variant from about 
20,000 to often a single variant, or to a single gene (with 
several independent variants; Figure 1). In general these 
heuristic filters rely on four main assumptions: (1) the 
causal variant will alter the protein coding sequence; 
(2) it will be extremely rare (often assumed to be shared 
only by cases in one family); (3) every carrier of a putative 
disease-causing variant will have the phenotype 
(complete penetrance); and (4) every individual with the 
disorder will carry the putative disease-causing variant 
(that is, complete detectance, or 100% probability of 
observing a genotype given the phenotype). Functional 
annotation can divide variants into synonymous variants 
(those that do not change the amino acid sequence), 
missense variants (those that introduce an amino acid 
change), and loss-of-function variants (those that 
prematurely truncate proteins and those disrupting 
protein splicing). Approximately 50 to 75% of variants 
can be removed from consideration by focusing only on 
nonsynonymous (protein-altering) changes [30,31]. Some 
studies further divide variants into different classes on 
the basis of the predicted effects of the protein alterations 
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(most commonly using PolyPhen [32], SIFT [33], GERP 
[34] or PhyloP [35]). Under the assumption that variants 
responsible for Mendelian disorders will not be present 
in publicly available databases of human genetic 
variation, investigators have removed variants for further 
consideration if they are found in HapMap [36], 1000 
Genomes Project [3], dbSNP [37], and privately available 
variants from other exome sequencing projects (typically 
shared controls or cases for other phenotypes sequenced 
locally). Restricting the search to nonsynonymous 
variants not present in available databases currently 
reduces the list of putative causal variants to 
approximately 200 to 500 [23,27,38].

Finding causal variants under a recessive model
To further narrow the search, investigators have imposed 
a recessive model of disease when the pedigree suggests 
this mode of inheritance, requiring a putative causal 

variant to be present in a homozygous state for all 
individuals (while absent in public databases), or for 
individuals to be compound heterozygotes in the putative 
gene (carrying two separate variants in the same gene), 
which can reduce the list to a single variant or gene 
[20,22,23]. This has been successfully performed in at 
least 11 studies of recessive disorders with various 
numbers of individuals down to as few as one, in which a 
single individual with Perrault syndrome (ovarian 
dysgenesis with sensorineural deafness) was found to 
have two separate non-synonymous variants in 
HSD17B4, a gene that is involved in peroxisomal fatty 
acid β-oxidation.

These simple filtering techniques may not be sufficient, 
however, and additional approaches might be needed to 
further narrow the search. An example of this was the use 
of an identity by descent analysis in a sequencing study to 
discover the cause of hyperphosphatemia mental 
retardation syndrome [39]. After common variants were 
excluded from the list of shared variants among three 
affected individuals, 14 candidate genes were left; of 
these, however, only two were found in regions of the 
exome that were inferred to be identical by descent. PIGV 
(encoding phosphatidylinositol glycan class V), a gene 
that is involved in the synthesis of glycosyl-
phosphatidylinositol, was identified as the causal gene 
after the final two candidate genes were sequenced in 
additional families. Our guess is that after the ‘low-
hanging fruit’ are found, additional novel methods 
incorporating techniques from population and statistical 
genetics will be needed to identify causal genes in 
sequencing projects in which the answer is not 
immediately apparent.

Finding causal variants under a dominant model
In contrast to the autosomal recessive model of disease, 
there have been fewer published examples of novel gene 
association with autosomal dominant disorders (only 
four have yet been published [29]), perhaps highlighting 
the relative difficulty in finding such causal genes with 
exome sequencing. The general approach in the 
dominant model also relies on filtering a list of 
nonsynonymous variants to exclude those previously 
identified in either public databases or shared control 
exomes, and it requires affected individuals to be 
heterozygous for the same variant [31] or to be 
heterozygous for different variants in the same gene [28]. 
As a proof of principle for exome sequencing in gene 
discovery for Mendelian disorders, the exomes of four 
individuals with Freeman-Sheldon syndrome (a rare 
autosomal dominant disorder previously known to arise 
from mutations in myosin heavy chain 3, MYH3) were 
sequenced in one of the first publications detailing exome 
sequencing of multiple individuals [22]. MYH3 was 

Figure 1. Typical heuristic filtering applied to exome sequencing 
projects aimed at novel gene discovery for Mendelian disorders, 
along with key assumptions at each step. Each individual carries 
approximately 3 million SNPs. Sequential filters shown here can 
be applied to reduce the number of potential disease-associated 
variants.
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identified as the only gene containing non-synonymous 
variants in all four individuals while being absent from 
dbSNP and other control exomes.

Challenges for exome sequencing for Mendelian disorders
All exome sequencing studies for gene discovery in 
Mendelian disorders have relied on the assumption of 
complete penetrance. Under this assumption, they 
exclude variants from consideration if present in public 
catalogs of human genetic variation or unpublished 
datasets. As these databases expand, however, disease-
causing variants might appear in one or more publicly 
available datasets. The limitation of requiring absence 
from these datasets is also apparent when one allows for 
a genetic model of incomplete penetrance (that is, if the 
phenotype is present in only some fraction of carriers). In 
the future such a filtering strategy might need to specify a 
minor allele frequency threshold in such datasets as 
opposed to requiring complete absence. The converse of 
penetrance (the probability of observing a phenotype 
given a genotype) is detectance (the probability of 
observing a genotype given a phenotype), and almost all 
exome sequencing studies for Mendelian disorders have 
relied on a model of complete detectance. The causal 
gene for Kabuki syndrome, however, was found only after 
allowing for incomplete detectance [28], and might not 
have been identified as MLL2 (mixed lineage leukemia 2) 
if the discovery panel had not been so enriched for 
carriers (90% of the discovery panel carried a loss-of-
function variant in MLL2 compared with 60% of the 
replication panel). In the future, better tests will be 
needed that incorporate incomplete penetrance and 
detectance. However, it is clear that integration of gene 
length will be critical, as longer genes will dominate the 
results given the greater numbers of variants due to their 
size.

Applying exome sequencing to complex disease
GWASs have been performed for many complex traits 
and have identified associations with thousands of 
common variants (minor allele frequency typically over 
5%), each conferring a modest increase in risk among 
carriers (with odds ratios rarely above 1.3 [40]). These 
‘risk alleles’ are typically not causal and are associated 
with the phenotype of interest because of linkage with 
the causal variant. Exome sequencing studies 
fundamentally differ from GWASs because, in theory, 
they enable unbiased variant discovery and allow for 
direct association between phenotype and causal variant. 
The driving hypothesis behind complex disease exome-
sequencing studies, motivated by the results of early 
sequencing studies [41-44], is that multiple rare variants 
in protein-coding genes contribute to the trait of interest. 
Focusing on rare genetic variation is also supported by 

studies predicting that numerous functional and 
deleterious variants segregate in the population at 
frequencies (0.5 to 5%) too low to be detected by GWASs 
[45-47]. These rare variants pose an analytical challenge, 
however, because they are present in so few individuals 
that there is low power to detect an association. Although 
we are still awaiting the results of the first exome 
sequencing studies for complex diseases, we review 
(below and in Figure 2 and Additional file 1) the available 
tests for rare variant association, some of which are likely 
to be applied in ongoing projects (such as the Exome 
Sequencing Project from the National Heart Lung and 
Blood Institute [48]).

Single variant tests
The simplest approach to analyzing variants from exome 
sequencing data is to examine each one individually for 
association with the given phenotype. For example, 
dichotomous traits (myocardial infarction, diabetes, 
schizophrenia, and so on) can be analyzed using the χ2 
test for contingency tables, Fisher’s exact test, Cochran-
Armitage test for trend, or logistic regression [49]. These 
methods test for an enrichment of the ‘risk’ allele in cases 
or controls (if seen more frequently in controls, it would 
be deemed a ‘protective’ allele). An example would be 
finding a variant present in 3% of cases but only 1% of 
controls. Whether this overrepresentation is statistically 
significant depends on the total number of individuals in 
the study and the required level of statistical stringency. 
Quantitative traits (such as blood lipid levels, body mass 
index or height) can be analyzed by linear regression [49]. 
By definition, rare variants have low population 
frequency, and the statistical power to detect association 
with a phenotype is low for modestly sized studies. For 
example, assuming 10% disease prevalence, in a study 
with 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls, there is 2% power to 
detect an association for a rare variant (minor allele 
frequency of 0.5%), with a threefold effect at the genome-
wide significance level of 5 × 10-8.

Multiple variant tests
Groups of variants can be analyzed together in an 
attempt to improve power. In whole genome sequencing, 
a sliding window can be used to group variants, whereas 
in exome sequencing the natural unit of grouping is one 
gene. Alternative splicing can complicate this analysis, 
however, as a single variant might belong to multiple 
transcripts of the same gene with different functional 
effects (a variant might be classified as synonymous for 
one transcript and missense for another, for example). To 
extend the single variant tests above, single-SNP P-values 
from multiple variants can be combined by Fisher’s [50] 
or Stouffer’s [51] methods. Variants can also be combined 
in multiple logistic or linear regression models. However, 
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Figure 2. An illustration of rare variant association tests. Cases and controls from a hypothetical complex disease exome sequencing project 
are depicted. The horizontal bars indicate aligned exome sequences for individuals; stars indicate the presence of a non-reference allele. Variants 1 
and 4 represent low-frequency variants with predominance in cases, Variant 2 represents a singleton, Variant 3 represents a common variant, and 
Variant 5 represents a low-frequency variant exclusive to controls. For simplicity, these variants are displayed with similar frequency, although very 
rare variants represent the majority of variation in real sequencing studies. As illustrated, the specific genetic architecture underlying the complex 
phenotype of interest is expected to have a large role in which test is most powerful for detecting an association. Collapsing methods may be best 
if a burden of rare variants drives the phenotype, whereas aggregation methods may be more powerful if the full allelic spectrum is contributory. 
Finally, for genes harboring both risk and protective alleles, bidirectional tests may be most appropriate. See Additional file 1 for examples of 
methods of each type. MAF, minor allele frequency.
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because these simple approaches still essentially test each 
variant separately and then combine evidence from 
multiple variants, the results must be adjusted for many 
degrees of freedom, which will limit the power of these 
approaches.

Given the large amount of human genetic variation, it 
would not be surprising to find neutral variants in a 
causal gene. Therefore, selecting a subset of variants for 
regression can improve the power to detect an 
association. For example, synonymous variants are 
typically discarded because they are less likely to be 
causal. Shrinkage and regularization regression methods 
such as LASSO [52], ridge regression [53], and stepwise 
regression have been proposed for association studies. In 
these methods, the regression model is fitted while 
accounting for the cost of adding each additional variable 
to the model. Other approaches, such as logic regression 
[54] and the method proposed by Han and Pan [55], use 
data-driven combinations of variants to select variables 
for regression.

Collapsing methods
Another approach to increasing power is to collapse 
multiple rare variants together for analysis. The 
framework of these tests involves collapsing all variants 
across a unit (each gene being a unit, for example) 
together so that even if variants are individually rare, they 
might be jointly present in sufficient frequency to be used 
in a univariate test. When used for dichotomous traits, 
collapsing methods test whether the overall burden of 
rare variants is higher in cases than controls. For 
example, CAST [56] examines the differences in the 
number of individuals with one or more rare variants 
between cases and controls, and the CMC test [57] is 
based on comparison of non-synonymous rare variants 
between cases and controls. These tests rely on 
designating a set of variants as ‘rare’ for inclusion, and it 
is not surprising that altering this definition can greatly 
influence the association results. Unfortunately there is 
little guidance in this area and allele frequency thresholds 
of 1% or 5% are commonly (and arbitrarily) chosen. An 
alternative approach has been developed that uses the 
data to select the best variants. The variable-threshold 
test [58] finds the frequency threshold that best 
discriminates cases from controls. Similarly, RareCover 
[59] aims to find the optimal set of variants to collapse 
together. Although there have been no published 
complex-disease exome sequencing studies, these tests 
have been applied to candidate gene sequencing results 
[58,60].

Aggregation methods
An alternative to the collapsing methods involves 
aggregation, which aims to summarize the information 

from many variants while appropriately weighing the 
contribution of each variant. Although collapsing 
methods discard variants that are considered unlikely to 
be causal, aggregation methods aim to include the full 
frequency spectrum of alleles (rare and common) into 
the association test. The weighted-sum statistic [61] 
weighs variants according to allele frequency (rare 
variants are given stronger weighting) because of an 
assumption that functional variants of large effect are 
kept at a low population frequency by purifying selection. 
Weighing variants by apparent effect size is also effective 
and is implemented in KBAC [62] and the test described 
by Ionita-Laza et al. [63]. These tests have been applied to 
candidate gene sequencing results [58].

Extensions to these methods
Accounting for covariates
The association of genotype with phenotype can be 
confounded by various factors such as ancestry, age and 
sex. Methods that can directly account for such 
covariates can be advantageous in discerning the causal 
effect of genetic variants. When a test does not directly 
accommodate covariates, regressing the genotype and 
phenotype on the covariate and using the residuals for 
the association analysis can remove the effect of the 
covariate on the phenotype.

Accounting for risk and protective alleles together
The effects of genetic variants can be neutral, protective 
or detrimental for a given disease trait. Many existing 
methods test for a frequency differential of variants 
between cases and controls and a mixture of positive and 
negative effects will adversely affect these tests. For 
example, PCSK9 (encoding proprotein convertase 
subtilisin/kexin type 9), a gene associated with cholesterol 
levels and coronary artery disease, contains both risk-
lowering loss-of-function variants and gain-of-function 
variants that increase risk [64]. Testing for a difference in 
the aggregate of these alleles in either cases or controls 
would not be expected to yield significant results as cases 
will be enriched for risk variants and controls will be 
enriched for protective variants, effectively canceling 
each other out in the sum total. Methods that account for 
a mixture of directions of effects can be more powerful in 
such scenarios, and several tests explicitly account for 
bidirectionality of effects (Additional file 1). The 
prevalence of genes with variants having bidirectional 
effects is currently unknown but loss-of-function variants 
are expected to be more abundant in the general 
population and this bidirectional effect may be less 
apparent for sequencing studies not focusing on 
phenotypic extremes. Regardless, it is likely that multiple 
genes in a common pathway would have alleles with 
bidirectional effects, and if a collapsing method is used to 
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group variants across a pathway, these tests can be 
increasingly used.

Incorporating functional annotations
Several studies have shown that using functional 
information improves the power to detect association 
[58,65-67]. For protein-coding variants this can include 
the predicted effect on protein function, using programs 
such as SIFT [33,68], PolyPhen [32,69], Panther [70,71], 
MutationAssessor [72], SNAP [73] and PupaSuite [74]. 
For non-coding variants, evolutionary conservation and 
functional effects can be assessed using programs such as 
PhyloP [75], PhastCons [76], SCONE [77] and SiPhy [78].

Statistical power
The statistical power of the methods to test for 
association with rare variants has not been systematically 
analyzed. Although articles that describe novel associa-
tion tests usually provide power comparisons to previous 
methods, these calculations are prone to being performed 
under specific assumptions about the genetic architecture 
of the trait that often favors the test being implemented 
and might not be representative for human traits in 
general [79,80]. Extending the results from theoretical 
studies [81] and early sequencing studies of candidate 
genes [41,42,82] would suggest that approximately 10,000 
exomes are needed to achieve genome-wide significance 
for complex traits (in which a Bonferroni-corrected P-
value for 20,000 genes would require P < 2.5 × 10-6). Even 
the most powerful of the methods available for analyzing 
sequencing data will not lower these requirements 
substantially. It would not be surprising, then, that the 
first exome sequencing association studies will be under-
powered and exome sequencing will need to be replicated 
with additional sequencing or genotyping (or both) [83].

Which test(s) should be used?
The decision regarding the use of specific tests will 
depend on many factors, including study design (if the 
trait is quantitative or dichotomous), the assumption of 
the underlying genetics (whether only rare variants or 
both rare and common variants are expected to 
contribute to disease, whether protective and risk 
variants are expected), and pragmatic considerations 
(which test is available for use). Most importantly, 
different tests are powered to detect associations for 
different aspects of genetic architectures (number of 
affected loci, associated population frequencies, or 
associated effect sizes and directions) [79,84,85]. 
Currently, no software suite contains more than a small 
number of tests and input formats vary between available 
software packages, which complicates applying multiple 
tests to the same study. In the future we expect multiple 
tests to be implemented in available software suites.

Challenges for exome sequencing applied to complex 
disease
Numerous tests have been developed for analyzing 
sequencing data (Additional file 1). Running a large 
battery of these tests comes at the cost, however, of 
having to penalize multiple hypothesis testing, as well as 
potential confusion over inconsistent results (a gene can 
be highly ranked in one test and not significant in 
another, for instance). Regardless of the test, unless rare 
variants have a surprisingly large phenotypic effect on 
complex diseases, achieving sufficient statistical power 
will require large studies. DNA sequencing costs will 
continue to decrease, however, and adequately sized 
studies might soon be performed (simulations suggest 
that 5,000 cases and 5,000 controls would provide 
adequate power to detect association for rare variants 
with modest effect [81]). Combining results from 
different studies on the same phenotype is an attractive 
intermediate option (as has been seen with increasingly 
larger GWAS meta-analyses). This will probably prove 
more challenging than GWAS meta-analysis, however, as 
differences in results from multiple sequencing centers 
(perhaps with different sequencing technologies or 
different exome target definitions, for example) can 
introduce significant technical artifacts. Once putative 
variants have been discovered, the replication strategy for 
exome studies will depend on the genetic architecture 
discovered in the analysis. Disease-associated low-
frequency polymorphisms can be verified with follow-up 
genotyping. If the phenotype is caused by a collection of 
singleton variants, however, further sequencing in 
additional individuals will be needed and might prove 
expensive (especially if multiple genes are being 
considered or if genes are large or have many exons).

Prospects for the future
The growing number of exome sequencing studies 
demonstrates the power of this approach in mapping 
genes involved in Mendelian phenotypes. The success of 
this approach is uncertain, however, as publication bias 
makes it unclear how many studies fail to identify a 
causal locus by exome sequencing. Non-allelic 
heterogeneity, regulatory variation and structural 
variation underlying phenotypes all pose challenges for 
sequencing-based discovery of Mendelian genes. It is 
possible that new statistical and computational methods 
will increase the already impressive success rate of exome 
sequencing studies for Mendelian disorders.

Although we are still awaiting the completion of the 
first exome sequencing studies focusing on complex 
phenotypes, the early studies will probably be under-
powered because current sequencing costs prohibit the 
adequately sized samples discussed above (10,000 
samples). Owing to this lack of power, the first studies 
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may not result in the discovery of numerous novel loci 
involved in traits of medical relevance. We believe that 
the enthusiasm for sequencing studies should not be 
diminished, however, because this technology has already 
shown great promise in the field of Mendelian disorders 
and sequencing costs will continue to decline, leading to 
adequately powered studies for complex traits. Tech-
nology already allows for the complete characterization 
of genetic diversity. The success of complex trait genetic 
research will now be determined by our ability to 
interpret the data and assemble sufficiently large well-
phenotyped clinical populations.

Additional materials

Additional file 1: A table of available statistical methods for 
analyzing variants discovered in sequencing studies.
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Recent advances in sequencing technology make it possible 
to comprehensively catalog genetic variation in population 
samples, creating a foundation for understanding human 
disease, ancestry and evolution. The amounts of raw data 
produced are prodigious, and many computational steps are 
required to translate this output into high-quality variant 
calls. We present a unified analytic framework to discover and 
genotype variation among multiple samples simultaneously 
that achieves sensitive and specific results across five 
sequencing technologies and three distinct, canonical 
experimental designs. Our process includes (i) initial read 
mapping; (ii) local realignment around indels; (iii) base quality 
score recalibration; (iv) SNP discovery and genotyping to find 
all potential variants; and (v) machine learning to separate 
true segregating variation from machine artifacts common to 
next-generation sequencing technologies. We here discuss the 
application of these tools, instantiated in the Genome Analysis 
Toolkit, to deep whole-genome, whole-exome capture and 
multi-sample low-pass (~4×) 1000 Genomes Project datasets.

Recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology now 
provide the first cost-effective approach to large-scale resequencing of 
human samples for medical and population genetics. Projects such as the 
1000 Genomes Project1 (1KG), The Cancer Genome Atlas and numer-
ous large medically focused exome sequencing projects2 are underway 
in an attempt to elucidate the full spectrum of human genetic diversity1 
and the complete genetic architecture of human disease. The ability to 
examine the entire genome in an unbiased way will make possible com-
prehensive searches for standing variation in common disease and muta-
tions underlying linkages in Mendelian disease3, as well as spontaneously 
arising variation for which no gene-mapping shortcuts are available 
(for example, somatic mutations in cancer4–6 and de novo mutations7 
(Conrad, D.F. et al. unpublished data) in autism and schizophrenia).

Many capabilities are required to obtain a complete and accurate 
record of the variation from NGS from sequencing data. Mapping 

reads to the reference genome8–11 is a first critical computational chal-
lenge whose cost necessitates that each read be aligned independently, 
guaranteeing that many reads spanning indels will be misaligned. The 
per-base quality scores, which convey the probability that the called 
base in the read is the true sequenced base12, are quite inaccurate 
and co-vary with features like sequencing technology, machine cycle 
and sequence context13–15. These misaligned reads and inaccurate 
 quality scores propagate into SNP discovery and genotyping, a general 
problem that becomes acute in projects with multiple sequencing 
technologies generated by many centers using rapidly evolving experi-
mental processing pipelines, such as the 1000 Genomes Project.

Given well-mapped, aligned and calibrated reads, resolving 
even simple SNPs, let alone more complex variation such as multi-
nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions, inversions, rear-
rangements and copy number variation, requires sensitive and 
specific statistical models8–11,15–25. Separating true variation from 
machine artifacts as a result of the high rate and context-specific 
nature of sequencing errors is the outstanding challenge in NGS 
analysis. Previous approaches have relied on filtering SNP calls that 
have characteristics outside of their normal ranges, such as those 
occurring at sites with too much coverage17,19, or by requiring non-
reference bases to occur on at least three reads in both synthesis 
orientations20. Though effective, such hard filters are frustratingly 
difficult to develop, require parameterization for each new dataset 
and are necessarily either restrictive (high specificity, as in the 1000 
Genomes Project) or tolerant (high sensitivity, used in Mendelian 
disease studies, with concomitantly more false positives). Moreover, 
all of these challenges must be addressed within the context of a 
proliferation of sequencing technology platforms and study designs 
(for example, whole-genome shotgun, exome capture sequencing and 
multiple samples sequenced at shallow coverage), a point not tackled 
in previous work.

Here we present a single framework and the associated tools capable 
of discovering high-quality variation and genotyping individual samples 
using diverse sequencing machines and experimental designs (Fig. 1).  
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We present several new methods addressing the challenges listed 
above in local realignment, base quality recalibration, multi-sample 
SNP calling and adaptive error modeling, which we apply to three 
prototypical NGS datasets (Table 1). In each dataset, we included 
CEPH individual NA12878 to show the consistency of results for this 
individual across all three datasets.

RESULTS
Below we describe a three-part conceptual framework (Fig. 1).

• Phase 1: raw read data with platform-dependent biases were 
transformed into a single, generic representation with well-calibrated 
base error estimates, mapped to their correct genomic origin and 
aligned consistently with respect to one another. Mapping algorithms 
placed reads with an initial alignment on the reference genome, either 
generated in, or converted to, the technology-independent SAM  
reference file format24. Next, molecular duplicates were eliminated 
(Supplementary Note), initial alignments were refined by local rea-
lignment and then an empirically accurate per-base error model was 
determined.

• Phase 2: the analysis-ready SAM/BAM 
files were analyzed to discover all sites with 
statistical evidence for an alternate allele 
present among the samples including SNPs, 
short indels and copy number variations 
(CNVs). CNV discovery and genotyping 
methods, though part of this conceptual 
framework, are described elsewhere25.

• Phase 3: technical covariates, known 
sites of variation, genotypes for individuals, 
linkage disequilibrium (LD), and family and 
population structure were integrated with the 
raw variant calls from phase 2 to separate true 
polymorphic sites from machine artifacts, 
and at these sites, high-quality genotypes 
were determined for all samples.

All components after initial mapping and 
duplicate marking were instantiated in the 
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK)26.

Applying the analysis pipeline to HiSeq
Of the 2.83 billion non-N bases in the auto-
somal regions and chromosome X of the 
human reference genome, 2.72 billion bases 
(~96%) had sufficient coverage to call vari-
ants in the 101-bp paired-ended HiSeq data 
(Table 1). Even though the HiSeq reads 
were aligned with the gap-enabled BWA10, 
more than 15% of the reads that span 
known homozygous indels in NA12878 
were misaligned (Supplementary Table 1). 
Realignment corrected 6.6 million of 2.4 
billion total reads in 950,000 regions cov-
ering 21 Mb in the HiSeq data, eliminating 
1.8 million loci with substantial accumula-
tion of mismatching bases (Supplementary 
Table 2). The initial data-processing steps 
(phase 1) eliminated ~300,000 SNP calls, 
which is more than one fifth of the raw new 
calls, with quality metrics consistent with 
more than 90% of these SNPs being false 
positives (Table 2).

The initial 4.2 million confidently called non-reference sites 
included 99.7% and 99.5% of the HapMap3 and 1KG Trio sites, 
respectively, genotyped as non-reference in NA12878; at these 
variant sites, the sequencing and genotyping calls were concordant 
99.9% of the time (Table 2). Variant quality score recalibration of 
these initial calls identified a tranche of SNPs with estimated false 
discovery rate (FDR) of <1%, containing 3.2 million known vari-
ants and 362,000 new variants, a 90% dbSNP rate, and transition/ 
transversion (Ti/Tv) ratios of 2.15 and 2.05, respectively, consistent 
with our genome-wide expectations (Online Methods). Although the 
variant recalibrator removed ~595,000 total variants with a Ti/Tv ratio 
of ~1.2, it retained 99% of the HapMap3 and 97.3% of the 1KG Trio 
non-reference sites. The discordant sites have 100 times higher geno-
type discrepancy rates, suggesting that the sites themselves may be 
problematic. Almost all of the variants in the 1% tranche are already 
present in the even higher stringency 0.1% FDR tranche, and analysis 
of the 10% FDR tranche suggests that some more variants could be 
obtained, but at the cost of many more false positives.

table 1 next-generation Dna sequencing datasets analyzed
HiSeq Exome Low-pass

Samples NA12878 NA12878 NA12878 + 60 unrelated CEPH 
individuals

Sequencing  
technologies

Whole genome shotgun;  
Illumina HiSequation  
(2000)17

Agilent exome hybrid  
capture31,32; Illumina  
GenomeAnalyzer17

Whole genome shotgun; Il-
lumina GenomeAnalyzer17; 
Life/SOLiD33; Roche/454 (ref. 19)

Coverage per sample ~60× ~150×; 93% of bases  
at >20× coverage

~4×

Read architecture 101 bp paired end 76/101 bp paired end 25, 36, 51, 76, ~250 (454) bp 
single and paired ends

Targeted area 2.85 Gb of autosomes  
and chr. X

28 Mb 2.85 Gb of autosomes and 
chr. X

Data set source New, generated for  
this article

New, generated for  
this article

1000 Genomes Project

Aligner(s) BWA10 MAQ9 MAQ10; Corona Lite; SSAHA12

Chr., chromosome.

SNPs

Indels

Structural 
variation (SV)

Raw
indels

Raw
SVs

Typically by lane Typically multiple samples simultaneously but can be single sample alone

Input

Output

Mapping

Local 
realignment

Duplicate 
marking

Base quality 
recalibration

Analysis-ready 
reads

Raw reads Sample 1 
reads

Raw variants

Raw
SNPs

Genotype 
re�nement

Variant quality
recalibration

Analysis-ready 
variants

Pedigrees Known
variation

Known 
genotypes

Population
structure

Phase 1: nGS data processing Phase 2: variant discovery and genotyping Phase 3: integrative analysis

Sample N
reads

External data

Figure 1 Framework for variation discovery and genotyping from next-generation DNA sequencing. 
See text for a detailed description.
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Applying the analysis pipeline to 28-Mb exome capture
The raw data processing tools here eliminated ~450 new call sites 
from the raw call set, representing more than 20% of all the new calls, 
with a Ti/Tv of 0.30—fully consistent with all being false positives—
and adding several sites present in HapMap3 and the 1KG Trio. The 
raw whole-exome data-call set, at ~150× coverage (Table 1), includes 
>99% of both the HapMap3 and 1KG Trio non-reference sites within 
the 28-Mb exome target region, with >99.8% genotype concordance 
at these sites. As with the HiSeq data, even with recalibration and 
local realignment, the Ti/Tv ratio of the new sites in the initial SNP 
calls indicates that more than 50% of these calls are false positives. 
Variant quality score recalibration, using only ~5,400 SNPs for train-
ing, identified a high-quality subset of calls that captured >98% of the 
HapMap3 and 1KG Trio sites in the target regions. The value of the 
tranches was more pronounced in the whole exome (Fig. 4d), where 
900 of the 1,039 new calls come from tranches with FDRs under 1%, 
despite needing to reach into the 10% FDR tranche to include most 
true positive SNPs.

The HiSeq whole genome shotgun (WGS) and exome capture data-
sets differed drastically in their sequencing protocols (WGS versus 
hybrid capture), the sequencing machines (HiSeq versus Genome 
Analyzer) and the initial alignment tools (BWA10 versus MAQ9). 
Nevertheless, the exome call set is remarkably consistent the sub-
set of calls from HiSeq that overlap the target regions of the hybrid 
capture protocol. Ninety-four percent of the HiSeq calls were also 
called in the final exome set sliced at 10% FDR (data not shown), and 
at these sites, the non-reference discrepancy rate was extremely low 
(<0.4%). Mapping differences between the aligners used for HiSeq 
(BWA) and exome (MAQ) datasets accounted for vast the majority 
of these discordant calls, with the remainder of the differences being 
because of limited coverage in the exome and only a small minority of 

sites being because of differential SNP calling or variant quality score 
recalibration. Overall, despite the technical differences in the capture 
and sequencing protocols of the HiSeq and exome datasets, the data 
processing pipeline presented here uncovered a remarkably consistent 
set of SNPs in exomes with excellent genotyping accuracy.

Applying the analysis pipeline to low-pass (4×) sequencing
Multi-sample low-pass resequencing poses a major challenge for vari-
ant discovery and genotyping because there is so little evidence at 
any particular locus in the genome for any given sample (Table 1).  
Consequently, it is in precisely this situation, where there is little sig-
nal from true SNPs, that our data processing tools are most valuable, 
as can be seen from the progression of call sets in Table 2. Local 
realignment and base quality recalibration eliminated ~650,000 false-
positive SNPs among 13 million sites, 4 times more sites than in the 
HiSeq dataset, with an aggregate Ti/Tv of 0.7. The initial low-pass 
CEU set includes over 13 million called sites among all individuals, 
of which nearly 7 million are new. NA12878 herself has 2.9 million 
variants, of which 430,000 are new. The 4× average coverage limits the 
sensitivity and concordance of this call set, with only 84% and 80% of 
HapMap3 and 1KG Trio sites, respectively, assigned a non-reference 
genotype in the NA12878 sample, both with a ~20% non-reference 
discrepancy (NRD) rate.

The variant quality recalibrator identified from the 13 million 
potential variants ~6 million known and 1.5 million new sites in 
tranches with 0.1% to 10% FDR. Figure 5a highlights several key 
features of the data: the allele frequency distribution of these calls 
closely matched the population genetics expectation, and the vast 
majority of HapMap3 and 1000 Genomes Project official CEU call 
sites were recovered, with the proportion nearing 100% for more 
common variant sites (Fig. 5a). Although we selected a 0.1% FDR 

table 2 raw to recalibrated, imputed snp calls hiseq, exome and 61 sample low-pass datasets
Site discovery Comparison to NA12878 variants

No. of SNPs Ti/Tv HM3 concordance 1KG concordance

Call set All Known Novel dbSNP (%) Known Novel NR sensitivity NRD rate NR sensitivity NRD rate

hiseq
Raw reads, all calls 4.43M 3.49M 941K 78.77 2.05 1.29 99.74 0.10 99.57 0.20

Unique to raw read calls 263K 37K 226K 13.95 1.37 0.70 0.02 37.97 0.09 12.64

Unique to +recal/+MSA calls 9.8K 1.8K 8.0K 18.08 1.38 1.39 0.00 18.18 0.00 9.93

+recal/+MSA, all calls 4.18M 3.45M 722K 82.71 2.06 1.57 99.72 0.09 99.48 0.19

Filtered by variant recalibration 595K 235K 360K 39.44 1.19 1.21 0.67 3.00 2.2 4.31

Final call set 3.58M 3.22M 362K 89.89 2.15 2.05 99.05 0.07 97.28 0.10
low pass
Raw reads, all calls 13.4M 6.5M 6.9M 48.77 2.05 1.13 83.97 20.34 80.45 22.53

Unique to raw read calls 670K 32K 638K 4.74 1.19 0.67 0.01 49.21 0.02 52.57

Unique to +recal/+MSA calls 45K 2.5K 42K 5.62 0.94 0.68 0.00 N/A 0.00 38.89

+recal/+MSA, all calls 12.8M 6.5M 6.3M 50.92 2.06 1.18 83.97 20.33 80.43 22.52

Filtered by variant recalibration 5.5M 706K 4.8M 12.84 1.31 1.01 0.95 26.54 3.44 32.91

Variant recalibrated call set 7.3M 5.8M 1.5M 79.7 2.18 2.05 itemized below
sample variant calls for na12878 only
Variant recalibrated NGS reads only 2.44M 2.30M 140K 94.28 2.15 2.06 83.02 20.26 76.99 22.01

Recalibrated with Beagle imputation 3.20M 3.01M 191K 94.03 2.18 2.09 96.72 3.32 91.21 3.35

exome capture
Raw reads, all calls 18.9K 16.8K 2.1K 88.83 3.20 1.16 99.10 0.09 99.12 0.12

Unique to raw read calls 483 39 444 8.07 2.55 0.31 0.04 25.00 0.03 33.33

Unique to +recal/+MSA calls 81 40 41 49.38 3.44 1.73 0.01 0.00 0.04 16.67

+recal/+MSA, all calls 18.5K 16.8K 1.7K 90.77 3.20 1.61 99.07 0.08 99.13 0.11

Filtered by variant recalibration 1,274 609 665 47.8 1.85 0.84 0.59 N/A 0.76 N/A

Final call set 17.2K 16.2K 1,039 93.96 3.27 2.57 98.49 0.08 98.38 0.11

Part one of each section summarizes the impact of local realignment and base quality recalibration by comparing SNP calls on reads with raw quality scores and alignments to 
those made on the realigned, recalibrated reads. M, million; K, thousand.
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tranche for analysis here, which contains the bulk of HapMap3, 
1KG Trio and HiSeq sites, there are another ~700,000 true sites 
that can be found in the 1% and 10% FDR tranches, albeit among 
many more false positives. This highest-quality tranche includes 
nearly all variants observed more than five times in the samples and  
1.4 million new variants, with the SNPs in the tranches at 1% and 10% 
FDR generally occupying the lower alternate allele frequency range  
(Fig. 5b). The overall picture is clear: calling multiple samples simul-
taneously, even with only a handful of reads spanning a SNP for any 
given sample, enables one to detect the vast majority of common  
variant sites present in the cohort with a high degree of sensitivity.

Although the bulk properties of the 61-sample call set were good, 
we expected the low-pass 4× design to limit variation discovery 
and genotyping in each sample relative to deep resequencing. In 
the 61-sample call set, we discovered ~80% of the non-reference 

sites in NA12878 according to the HapMap3, 1KG Trio and HiSeq 
call sets (Table 2). The ~20% of the missed variant sites from these 
three datasets had little to no coverage in the NA12878 sample in the 
low-pass data and, therefore, could not be assigned a genotype using 
only the NGS data, a general limitation of the low-pass sequenc-
ing strategy (Table 2 and Fig. 5c,d). The multi-sample discovery 
design, however, affords us the opportunity to apply imputation to 
refine and recover genotypes at sites with little or no sequencing data. 
Applying genotype-likelihood–based imputation with Beagle27 to 
the 61-sample call set recovered an additional 15–20% of the non-
reference sites in NA12878 that had insufficient coverage in the 
sequencing data (Table 2) as well as vastly improving genotyping 
accuracy (Fig. 5c,d).

We further characterized the quality of our low-pass call set as a 
function of the number of samples included during the discovery 

rs28782535
a

b

rs28783181 rs28788974 rs34877486 rs28788974

1000 Genomes Pilot 2 data, raw MAQ alignments 1000 Genomes Pilot 2 data, after MSA

HiSeq data, raw BWA alignments HiSeq data, after MSA

Effect of MSA on alignments
NA12878, chr. 1:1,510,530–1,510,589

Figure 2 Integrative genomics viewer (IGV) visualization of alignments in region chr. 1: 1,510,530–1,510,589 from the Trio NA12878 Illumina reads 
from the 1000 Genomes Project (a) and NA12878 HiSeq reads before (left) and after (right) multiple sequence realignment (b). Reads are depicted as 
arrows oriented by increasing machine cycle; highlighted bases indicate mismatches to the reference: green, A; orange, G; red, T dashes, deleted bases 
a coverage histogram per base is shown above the reads. Both the 4-bp indel (rs34877486) and the C/T polymorphism (rs2878874) are present in 
dbSNP, as are the artifactual A/G polymorphisms (rs28782535 and rs28783181) resulting from the mis-modeled indel, indicating that these sites are 
common misalignment errors.
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process in addition to NA12878 herself. Increasing the number 
of samples in the cohort rapidly improved both the sensitivity 
and specificity of the call set. As evidence mounts with more  
samples that a particular site is polymorphic, our confidence in 
the call increases and the site is more likely to be called (Fig. 6a). 

Distinguishing true positive variants from sequencing and data 
processing artifacts is more difficult with few samples and, con-
sequently, low aggregated coverage; adding more reads allows the 
error covariates to identify sites as errors using the variant recali-
brator (Fig. 6b,c).

The combination of multi-sample SNP call-
ing, variant quality recalibration using error 
covariates and imputation allows one to achieve 
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Figure 4 Results of variant quality recalibration 
on HiSeq, exome and low-pass data sets.  
(a) Relationship in the HiSeq call set between 
strand bias and quality by depth for genomic 
locations in HapMap3 (red) and dbSNP (orange) 
used for training the variant quality score 
recalibrator (left), (b) and the same annotations 
applied to differentiate likely true positive 
(green) from false positive (purple) new SNPs. 
(c–e) Quality tranches in the recalibrated 
HiSeq (c), exome (d) and low-pass CEU (e) 
calls beginning with (top) the highest quality 
but smallest call set with an estimated false 
positive rate among new SNP calls of <1/1000 
to a more comprehensive call set (bottom) that 
includes effectively all true positives in the 
raw call set along with more false positive calls 
for a cumulative false positive rate of 10%. 
Each successive call set contains within it the 
previous tranche’s true- and false-positive calls 
(shaded bars) as well as tranche-specific calls of 
both classes (solid bars). The tranche selected 
for further analyses here is indicated.
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a high-quality call set, both in aggregate and per sample, with very little 
data. The aggregated 61-sample set at 4× coverage includes only four 
times as much sequencing data as the HiSeq data, yet we discovered 3.2 
million polymorphic sites in NA12878, which includes 97%, 91% and 
87% of the variants in the HapMap3, 1000 Genomes Project Trio and 
HiSeq call sets, respectively, while also finding ~5 million additional 
variants among the 60 other samples.

Hard filtering versus variant quality score recalibration
Supplementary Table 3 lists the quality of call sets derived using 
our previous filtering approaches on all three datasets relative to 
the adaptive recalibrator described here. In all cases, the adaptive 
approach outperformed the manually optimized hard filtering previ-
ously developed for this calling system for the 1000 Genomes Project 
pilot data. This highlights two important points: first, that a princi-

pled integration of all covariates (which may 
have a complex correlation structure) should 
and does outperform single manually defined 
thresholds on covariates independently, with 
the added benefit of not requiring human 
intervention; and second, that an accurate 
ranking of discovered putative variants by 

Figure 6 Sensitivity and specificity of multi-
sample discovery of variation in NA12878 with 
increasing cohort size for low-pass NA12878 
read sets processed with N additional CEPH 
samples. (a) Receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves for SNP calls relating specificity 
and sensitivity to discover non-reference 
sites from the NA12878 HiSeq call set. The 
maximum callable sensitivity, 66%, is the 
percent of sites from the HiSeq call set where 
at least one read carries the alternate allele in 
the low-pass data for NA12878; it reflects both 
differences in the sequencing technologies  
(36–76-bp GAII for the low-pass NA12878 
sample compared to 101-bp HiSeq) as well 
as the vagaries of sampling at 4× coverage. 
Because most of these missed sites are common 
and are consequently called in the other 
samples, imputation recovers ~50% of these 
sites. (b,c) Increasing power to identify strand-
biased, likely false positive SNP calls with 
additional samples. Histograms of the strand 
bias annotation at raw variant calls discovered 
in the low-pass CEU data using NA12878 at  
4× combined with one other CEU individual (b) 
and with 60 other individuals (c) stratified into 
sites present (green) and not (purple) in the 
1000 Genomes Project CEU trio.

Figure 5 Variation discovered among 60 
individuals from the CEPH population from  
the 1000 Genomes Project pilot phase plus  
low-pass NA12878. (a) Discovered SNPs by 
non-reference allele count in the 61 CEPH 
cohort, colored by known (light blue) and  
new (dark blue) variation, along with non-
reference sensitivity to CEU HapMap3 and 
1000 Genomes Project low-pass variants.  
(b) Quality and certainty of discovered SNPs by 
non-reference allele count. The histogram depicts 
the certainty of called variation broken out into 
0.1%, 1% and 10% new FDR tranches. The Ti/Tv 
ratio is shown for known and new variation for 
each allele count, aggregating the new calls with 
allele count >74 because of their limited numbers. 
(c,d) Genotyping accuracy for NA12878 from 
reads alone (blue squares) and following genotype-
likelihood based imputation (pink circles) called 
in the 61 sample call set as assessed by the NRD 
rate to HiSeq genotypes as a function of allele 
count (c) and sequencing depth (d).
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the probability that each represents a true site permits the definition 
of tranches for specificity or sensitivity (Fig. 4c–e) as appropriate 
to the needs of the specific project. Although the most permissive 
tranche includes almost all sites that have any chance of being true 
polymorphisms—critical for projects looking for single large-effect 
mutations—the vast majority of true polymorphisms are present in 
the highest quality tranche of data (data not shown).

Comparison of this calling pipeline to Crossbow
To calibrate the additional value of the tools described here, we con-
trasted our results with SNPs called on our raw NA12878 exome 
data using Crossbow28, a package combining bowtie, a gapless read 
mapping tool based on the Burrows-Wheeler transformation29, and 
SoapSNP for SNP detection15. We chose to perform this analysis on 
the exome data because its wide range of read depths and complex 
error modes make SNP calling a challenge, especially given the small 
number of new variants (~1,000 per sample) expected in this 28-Mb 
target. In Supplementary Table 4, the high-level results of the GATK 
and Crossbow calling pipelines are compared and contrasted. Key 
metrics such as the number of new SNP calls, their Ti/Tv ratio, the 
number of calls not seen in either the 1000 Genomes Project trio or the 
HiSeq data and the high nonsense and read-through rates indicate that 
the Crossbow call set has lower specificity than the GATK pipeline. 
This was true even after we applied an aggressive P value threshold  
(P < 0.01) for the base quality rank sum test15 to filter false-positive 
variants, which reduced the sensitivity of the HM3, 1000 Genomes 
Project and the HiSeq call sets by >3%. The intersection set between 
GATK and Crossbow is more specific but less sensitive than the 
calls unique to each pipeline (Table 1), a clear sign that despite the 
advances presented here, a lot of work remains to be done in perfect-
ing calling in datasets like single sample exome capture. Although the 
value of the data processing and error modeling presented here is also 
clear, applying local realignment and base quality score recalibration 
(using publicly available, easy-to-use modules in the GATK) are likely 
to improve the results of the Crossbow pipeline.

DISCUSSION
The inaccuracy and covariation patterns differ strikingly between 
sequencing technologies (Fig. 3), which, if uncorrected, can propagate 
into downstream analyses. Accurately recalibrated base quality scores 
eliminate these sequencer-specific biases (Fig. 3) and enable integra-
tion of data generated from multiple systems. Although developed for 
early NGS datasets like those from the 1000 Genomes Project pilot, 
the impact of recalibration is still substantial even for data emerging 
today on newer sequencers like the HiSequation (2000). Together 
with local realignment, these two data processing methods eliminated 
millions of mostly false positive variants while preserving nearly all 
true variable sites, such as those in HapMap3 and 1KG Trio (Table 2). 
In single sample datasets, such as HiSeq and exome, without realign-
ment and recalibration, these false variants account for more than a 
fifth of all of the new calls.

Even with very deep coverage, the naïve Bayesian model for SNP 
calling results in an initial call set with a surprisingly large number 
of false-positive calls. Although we expected 3.3 million known and 
330,000 new non-reference sites in a single European sample sequenced 
genome wide, the initial HiSeq call set contains 3.5 million known and 
800,000 new calls. The excessive number of variable sites, and the low 
Ti/Tv ratio in particular among the new calls, implies that ~600,000 of 
these variants are likely errors resulting from stochastic and systemic 
sequencing and alignment errors. The same calculations suggest that a 
similar fraction of the initial exome calls are likely false positives, and 

more than 80% of the initial new low-pass SNP calls are likely errors. 
The adaptive error modeling developed here enabled us to identify 
these false-positive variants based on their dissimilarity to known vari-
ants, despite error rates of 50–80% among the new variants.

In each step of the pipeline, the improvements derive from the 
correction of systematic errors made in base calling or read map-
ping. By characterizing the specific NGS machine error processes and 
capturing our certainty, or lack thereof, that a putative variant is truly 
present in the sample or population, we delivered not a single concrete 
call set but a continuum from confident to less reliable variant calls 
for use as appropriate to the specific needs of downstream analysis. 
Mendelian disease projects can select a more sensitive set of calls with 
a higher error rate to avoid missing that single, high-impact variant, 
whereas community resource projects like the 1000 Genomes Project 
can place a high premium on specificity.

The division between SNP discovery and preliminary genotyp-
ing and genotype refinement (columns 2 and 3 of Fig. 1) avoids 
 embedding in the discovery phase assumptions about population 
structure, sample relationships and the LD relationships between 
variants. Consequently, our calling approach applies equally well to 
population samples in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium like mother-
father-child trios or interbreeding families suffering from Mendelian 
disorders. Critically, our framework produces highly sensitive and 
specific variation calls without the use of LD and so can be applied 
in situations where LD information is unavailable or weak (many 
organisms) or would confound analytic goals such as studying 
LD patterns themselves or comparing Neanderthals and modern 
humans30. Where appropriate, however, imputation can be applied 
to great value, as we demonstrated in the 61-sample CEU low-pass 
call set.

The analysis results presented here clearly indicate that even with 
our best current approaches we are still far from obtaining a com-
plete and accurate picture of genetic variation of all types in even a 
single sample. Even with the HiSeq 10-bp paired-end reads, nearly 
4% (~100 Mb) of the potentially callable genome is considered poorly 
mapped (Supplementary Note), and analysis of variants within these 
regions requires care. Nearly two thirds of the differences between the 
HiSeq and exome call sets can be attributed to different read mappings 
between BWA and MAQ.

The challenge of obtaining accurate variant calls from NGS data is 
substantial. We have developed an analysis framework for NGS data 
that achieves consistent and accurate results from a wide array of 
experimental design options including diverse sequencing machinery 
and distinct sequencing approaches. We have introduced here an inte-
grated approach to data processing and variation discovery from NGS 
data that is designed to meet these specifications. Using data gener-
ated both at the Broad Institute and throughout the 1000 Genomes 
Project, we have shown that the introduction of improved calibration 
of base quality scores, local realignment to accommodate indels, the 
simultaneous evaluation of multiple samples from a population, and 
finally, an assessment of the likelihood that an identified variable site 
is a true biological DNA variant greatly improves the sensitivity and 
specificity of variant discovery from NGS data. The impending arrival 
of yet more NGS technologies makes even more important modular, 
extensible frameworks like ours that produce high-quality variant and 
genotype calls despite distinct error modes of multiple technologies 
for many experimental designs.

METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version 
of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturegenetics/.
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ONLINE METHODS

Evaluating the quality of SNP calls. Number of SNP calls and allele frequency. 
The number of calls and frequency for multi-sample calling should follow 
relatively closely the neutral expectation for N individuals for small N: 

Number of polymorphicsites ≈ ×
=
∑L i
i

N
q 1

1

2
/

where L is the number of confidently called bases and θ is the population-
specific heterozygosity, genome wide of ~0.8 × 10−3 for CEPH individuals  
(H. Li, unpublished data). A surplus of variants, especially heterozygous vari-
ants for single samples or lower-frequency variants for populations, is a strong 
indicator of false positives.

dbSNP rate. Most variants are already catalogued in the dbSNP database of 
human variation. For a single European sample, ~90% of their true variants 
will appear in dbSNP build 129 (Supplementary Table 5), which will reach 
~99% following the completion of the 1000 Genomes Project (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). For population-level SNP calls, the aggregate dbSNP rate for the call 
set decreases as more rare variants are found, which are less frequently found 
in dbSNP. Nevertheless, the per sample dbSNP rate should remain consistent 
across individuals. Note that presence in dbSNP is not an absolute confirma-
tion that a variant is true (for example, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4), but because 
dbSNP build 129 contains 11.6 million SNP entries (only 0.4% of all genomic 
positions), relative differences between call sets with high dbSNP rates can be 
reasonably interpreted as quality differences.

Non-reference sensitivity and non-reference discrepancy (NRD) rate. For 
single samples, comparison with non-reference genotype calls from micro-
array chips, such as HapMap3 (~1.3–1.5 million sites), provides a good initial 
assessment of variant discovery sensitivity. With sufficient coverage, >99% 
of non-reference sites can generally be discovered. The NRD rate reports the 
percent of discordant genotype calls at commonly called non-reference sites 
on the chip and should reach <1% with sufficient coverage. Mathematical 
definitions of these terms are: 

NRsensitivity    ( , ) | |
| |

E C E C
C

nr nr
nr

= ∩

NRDrate( , ) | { : } |
| |

E C i E C E C
E C

nr nr i i
nr nr

 = ∈ ∪ ≠
∪

X i Xi = Number of non-referencealleles for genotypecall incall set

X i X Xnr i= ∈ >{ }: 0

E = Call set tobeevaluated

C = Call set tobecompared to

Transition/transversion ratio (Ti/Tv). The Ti/Tv ratio is a critical metric for 
assessing the specificity of new SNP calls. Inter-species comparisons34 and 
previous sequencing projects (Supplementary Table 6) agree on a Ti/Tv ratio 
of ~2.0–2.1 for genome-wide datasets and 3.0–3.3 for exonic variation35. The 
expected values for the Ti/Tv for known and new variants genome wide are 
2.10 and 2.07, respectively, and in the exome target are 3.5 and 3.0, respectively. 
Currently the lower Ti/Tv ratio at new sites than at known sites is because of 
a combination of residual false positives lowering the Ti/Tv, a relative deficit 
of transitions due to sequencing context bias, as well as an apparently higher 
transition ratio at lower frequency variation. These uncertainties should limit 
the interpretation of minor differences in Ti/Tv ratios (<0.05), especially across 
sequencing technologies and datasets.

The Ti/Tv ratio for randomly assigned ‘variation’, such as results from sys-
tematic sequencing errors, alignment artifacts and data processing failures 
will be ~0.5, as there are two transversion mutations for each transition. Given 
an expected Ti/Tv ratio, as above, and an observed Ti/Tv ratio from a call 

set, an estimate of the fraction of false positive variants in the call set can be 
obtained by: 

FDR
TiTv
TiTvtest

observed

expected
= −

−
0 5
0 5
.
.

which should be bounded above by 100% (because of Ti/Tv ratios  
below 0.5) and a minimum false-pisitive rate (here assumed to be 0.1%) when 
the observed Ti/Tv exceeds the expected value.

Local multiple sequence realignment. We developed a local realignment algo-
rithm that provides a consistent alignment among all reads spanning an indel. 
The algorithm begins by first identifying regions for realignment where (i) at 
least one read contains an indel, (ii) there exists a cluster of mismatching bases 
or (iii) an already known indel segregates at the site (for example, from dbSNP). 
At each region, haplotypes are constructed from the reference sequence by 
incorporating any known indels at the site, indels in reads spanning the site 
or from Smith-Waterman36 alignment of all reads that do not perfectly match 
the reference sequence. For each haplotype Hi, reads are aligned without gaps 
to Hi and scored according to: 

L R H L R Hj i j k j i
k

( | ) ( | ), ,= ∏

L R H
R H

R Hj k j i
j k j k j i

j k j k j i
( | ), ,

, , ,
, , ,

=
− ∈ ≈ =

∈ =
1 1  

            




L H L R Hi j i
j

( ) ( | )= ∏

where Rj is the jth read, k is the offset in the gapless alignment of Rj and Hi 
and εj,k is the error rate corresponding to the declared quality score for the 
kth base of read Rj. The haplotype Hi that maximizes L(Hi) is selected as the 
best alternative haplotype. Next, all reads are realigned against just the best 
haplotype Hi and the reference (H0), and each read Rj is assigned to Hi or H0 
depending on whichever maximizes L(Rj|H). The reads are realigned if the 
log odds ratio of the two-haplotype model is better than the single reference 
haplotype by at least five log units: 

L H H
L H

L R H L R H

L R H
i j i jj

jj

( , )
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( | ), ( | )

( | )
0

0

0

0
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 ∏
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This discretization reflects a tradeoff between accuracy and efficient calcula-
tion of the full statistical quantities. Note that this algorithm operates on all reads 
across all individuals simultaneously, which ensures consistency in the inferred 
haplotypes among all individuals, a critical property for reliable indel calling 
and contrastive analyses such as somatic SNP and indel calling. The realigned 
reads are written to a SAM/BAM file for further analysis. The reads around a 
homozygous deletion, before and after local realignment, for Genome Analyzer  
reads from the 1000 Genomes Project and HiSeq, are shown in Figure 2.

Base quality score recalibration. We developed a base quality recalibration 
algorithm that provides empirically accurate base quality scores for each 
base in every read while also correcting for error covariates like machine 
cycle and dinucleotide context, as well as supporting platform-specific error 
covariates like color-space mismatches for SOLiD and flow-cycles for 454  
(refs. 13–15,37,38). For each lane, the algorithm first tabulates empirical mis-
matches to the reference at all loci not known to vary in the population (dbSNP 
build 129), categorizing the bases by their reported quality score (R), their 
machine cycle in the read (C) and their dinucleotide context (D). For each 
category we estimate the empirical quality score: 

mismatch ref ( , , ) , ,
, ,

R C D b br c d
br c dd Dc Cr R

= ≠∑∑∑∑
∈∈∈

bases ( , , ) | , |, ,R C D b r c d
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These covariates are then broken into linearly separable error estimates and 
the recalibrated quality score Qrecal is calculated as: 

recal( , , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )r c d Q Q r Q r c Q r dr= + + +∆ ∆∆ ∆∆

∆Q Q R C D N R C Dr r= − ×










∑empirical bases( , , ) / ( , , )e

r

∆ ∆Q r Q r C D Q Qr( ) ( , , )= − −empirical

∆ ∆ ∆Q r c Q r c D Q Q rr( , ) ( , , ) ( ( ))= − +empirical

∆ ∆ ∆Q r d Q r C d Q Q rr( , ) ( , , ) ( ( ))= − +empirical

where each ∆Q and ∆∆Q are the residual differences between empirical mis-
match rates and that implied by the reported quality score for all observations 
conditioning only on Qr or on both the covariate and Qr; Qr is the base’s 
reported quality score and εr is its expected error rate; br,c,d is a base with 
specific covariate values, and r, c, d and R, C, D are the sets of all values of 
reported quality scores, machine cycles and dinucleotide contexts, respectively. 
The quality score and covariate distributions for four datasets before and after 
quality score recalibration are shown in Figure 3.

Multi-sample SNP calling. We apply a Bayesian algorithm for variant dis-
covery and genotyping that simultaneously estimates the probability that two 
alleles A, the reference allele, and B, the alternative allele, are segregating in 
a sample of N individuals and the likelihoods for each of the AA, AB and BB 
genotypes for each of individual. Given Di aligned bases at a specific genomic 
position for individual i, we estimate the genotype likelihoods GTi of observing 
the Di bases for each of AA, AB and BB genotypes according to the following 
equation: 

Pr | Pr |,D GT D GTi i
j

i j i{ } = { }∏
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⋅

1 e

e is true ismiscalled 
=D Bi j, , . otherwise

where Pr{Di,j | GTi} is the probability of observing base Di,j under the hypoth-
esized genotype GTi; Pr{Di,j | B} and Pr{Di,j | A} are the probability of observing 
base Di,j given that the true base is B or A, respectively; εi,j is the probability 
of a base miscall given the quality score of base Di,j; and Pr{B is true | Di,j is 
miscalled} is the probability of Btrue being the true chromosomal base given 
that b is a miscall (Supplementary Table 7). As these are raw likelihoods, no 
prior probabilities are applied.

Let us define qi = {0,1,2} as the number of alternate B alleles carried by 

individual i, so that q qi
i

N
= ∑  is the number of chromosomes carrying the  

B allele among all individuals. We estimate the probability that q = X as:
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where

where Γ is the set of all genotype assignments for the N individuals that con-
tain exactly q = X B alleles, Pr{q = X} is the infinite-sites neutral expectation 

to observe X alternative alleles in 2N chromosomes with heterozygosity of θ, 
and GTi and Di are the ith individual’s genotype and NGS reads, respectively. 
The sum over Γ involves potentially evaluating 3N combinations but can be 
approximated by a heuristic algorithm like expectation-maximization through 
the introduction of a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium assumption, using a greedy 
combinatorial search algorithm (Supplementary Note) or using an exact sum-
mation (H. Li, unpublished data). This algorithm emits the probability of a 
variant segregating at the site at some frequency: 

QUAL = ⋅ ={ } − |10 010log Pr q D

represented conventionally by the Phred-scaled confidence, as well as the 
genotype assignments at the value that maximizes Pr{q | D}. Only sites with 
QUAL > Q50 for deep coverage or Q10 for shallow coverage, respectively, are 
considered here as potentially variable sites.

Variant quality score recalibration. Given a set of putative variants along with 
SNP error covariate annontations, variant quality score recalibration employs a 
variational Bayes Gaussian mixture model (GMM)39 to estimate the probability 
that each variant is a true polymorphism in the samples rather than a sequencer, 
alignment or data processing artifact. The set of variants {vi} are treated as an 
n-dimensional point cloud, each variant vi positioned by its covariate annota-
tion vector, v . A mixture of Gaussians is fit to the set of likely true variants, 
here approximated by the variants already present in HapMap3 (Fig. 4a).  
Following training, this mixture model is used to estimate the probability of 
each variant call being true (Fig. 4b), capturing the intuition that variants 
with similar characteristics as previously known variants are likely to be real, 
whereas those with unusual characteristics are more likely to be machine or 
data processing artifacts.

Mathematically, we write the probability of a variant’s vector of covariate 
values as the linear superposition of Gaussians: 

Pr | | ,v GMM N vi k i k k
k

K
{ } = ( )∑∑

=
p m

1

Pr |p p a a pa{ } = ( ) = ( ) −

=
∏Dir C k
k

K
0 0

0 1

1

Pr , | , | , m m bΛ Λ Λ{ } = ( )( ) ( )−N m W W vk k0 0
1

0 0

where K is the number of Gaussians in the mixture (GMM), and the last two 
equations are standard conjugate prior distributions over the parameters p , 
m and Σ.

We then use an analog of the expectation-maximization algorithm39 to learn 
the optimal parameters for the clusters using only variant calls at sites present 
in HapMap3. By restricting training to known polymorphic sites, the result-
ing GMM captures the distribution of covariate parameters for true SNPs. 
Consequently, we estimate the likelihood of each putative variant vi being true 
under the learned GMM as: 

L v GMM v v GMMi i i| Pr Pr |( ) = { } { }

L v GMM FP v N vi
AC

i k i k k
k

| Pr | ,( ) = −( ) { } ( )∑
=

1
1

singleton novelty of p m
KK
∑

Pr
% ,
% .

novelty of
is inHapMap3

otherwise
v

v
i

i{ } =




97
37

 
 

where Pr{vi} is the prior expectation that the putative variant vi is true, vi  is 
the vector of covariate values for vi, FPsingleton is the false positive rate for sin-
gletons (50% here), and AC is the number of chromosomes estimated to carry 
the variant among all called samples. The prior probability of Pr{vi} depends 
on whether it is present in HapMap3 and its frequency in the samples being 
called, given an estimate of the false positive rate for singletons. This model 
can be easily extended to include more training data, more prior information 
and/or more error covariates.
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For convenience of presentation and analysis, we partition the raw SNP calls 
into tranches based on the Ti/Tv ratio of their new variants. For each desired 
new false discovery rate target (FDRi), tranchei is defined as: 

tranche wherei j j iSNP L SNP GMM T= >{ }( | )

T X titv SNP L SNP GMM X TiTvi j j= >{ }( ) >smallest where isnovel   Λ ( | ) ii

TiTv FDR TiTvi i= ∗ − +( . ) .expected 0 5 0 5

The first tranche is exceedingly specific but less sensitive, and each subse-
quent tranche in turn introduces additional true positive calls along with a 
growing number of false positive calls. More specificity in the learned GMM 
translates into better-separated tranches, where all true variants have high 
likelihoods and appear in the lowest FDR tranches and all false ones have low 
likelihoods and are excluded. Downstream applications can select in a princi-
pled way more specific or more sensitive call sets or incorporate directly the 

recalibrated quality scores to avoid entirely the need to analyze only a fixed 
subset of calls but rather weight individual variant calls by their probability 
of being real.
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The identification of the causative mutation for a 
Mendelian disease enables molecular diagnosis and 
carrier testing in the patient and his or her family. This is 
of great importance for patient management and family 
counseling, and serves as a starting point for therapeutic 
interventions [1]. Furthermore, the identification of 
Mendelian disease genes contributes to our 
understanding of gene functions and biological pathways 
underlying health and disease in general [2], and lessons 
learned from rare diseases are often also relevant to 
common disease [3]. Research aimed at the identification 
of genes that cause Mendelian disease has received a 
boost over the past couple of years by the introduction of 
new technologies that enable the sequencing of DNA at a 
much higher throughput and at much lower costs than 
previously possible [4].

Although traditional gene mapping approaches (such 
as karyotyping [5], linkage analysis [6] homozygosity 
mapping [7] and copy number variation (CNV) analysis 
[8]) have led to great insights into Mendelian disease over 
the past few decades (Figure 1), they are unable to detect 
all forms of genomic variation (Table 1). The approach 
applied is dependent on whether the disease is, for 
example, caused by single nucleotide mutations or by 
CNVs, which is difficult to predict in advance. In 
addition, mapping approaches would often not reduce 
the number of candidate genes sufficiently for 

straightforward follow-up by Sanger sequencing [9]. For 
example, genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism 
analysis in a large Dutch pedigree with autosomal-
dominant familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR, 
MIM 613310), a retinal disorder, identified a linkage peak 
of about 40 Mb on chromosome 7, containing more than 
300 genes [10]. Even after adding linkage data from a 
second FEVR family the region was still too large for 
straightforward disease-gene identification, and Sanger 
sequencing of a few candidate genes did not identify 
causative mutations. Next generation sequencing (NGS) 
has the potential to identify all kinds of genetic variation 
at base-pair resolution throughout the human genome in 
a single experiment. This can be performed much faster 
and more cost efficiently than with traditional techniques 
(the sequencing of a genome by traditional techniques 
needed many years and cost millions of dollars, whereas 
NGS technology can sequence a genome for less than 
$7,000 and within a week [11]). This enables the detailed 
genomic analysis of large numbers of patients [12]. In the 
case of the two families with FEVR, we [10] used next 
generation sequencing to investigate the entire coding 
sequence of the 40-Mb region in a single affected 
individual from the first family and identified mutations 
in tetraspanin 12 (TSPAN12) to be the cause of FEVR in 
both families and in three additional families. For most 
Mendelian disorders, however, there is no disease locus 
known and an unbiased approach is required.

There are two unbiased sequencing approaches for 
detecting genetic variation within an individual: whole 
genome sequencing and whole exome sequencing. 
Whole genome sequencing is the ultimate approach for 
detecting all genomic variation in a patient’s genome in a 
single experiment. However, current NGS instruments 
are limited in terms of throughput and cost efficiency. 
Therefore, this approach is limited to gene discovery 
projects in large genome sequencing centers and service 
companies. More cost-efficient sequencing strategies 
have been developed to study the approximately 1% of 
our genome that is protein-coding (the exome), by using 
various capturing approaches to enrich before NGS. 
Exome sequencing has rapidly become one of the main 
tools for studying the genetic causes of Mendelian disease 
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Figure 1. A timeline illustrating technological breakthroughs and hallmark publications for Mendelian disease gene identification.  
(a) The main historical events leading up to the introduction of whole exome sequencing (WES). The vast majority of all Mendelian disease genes 
known so far have been identified using conventional methods, including linkage analysis [6,57-59], homozygosity mapping [7], karyotyping [60] 
and copy number variation (CNV) detection [8,61,62]. Many studies following the initial descriptions have been based on technical achievements, 
such as the first human linkage map [63] or the first draft of the human genome [11,64]. The next generation sequencing (NGS) era was accelerated 
by the first commercial release of an NGS instrument [65], and using the same technology the first individual human genome was sequenced 
by NGS [66]. (b) The main exome sequencing events and landmark publications. More than 30 Mendelian disease genes have been identified by 
exome sequencing so far. Exome sequencing is now the tool of choice for Mendelian disease gene identification, starting with the proof of concept 
[67] and identification of the first recessive [14] and dominant disease genes [29]. It has been shown that linkage and homozygosity information 
can be retrieved directly from exome sequencing data, allowing the application for traditional mapping approaches [53,68]. Abbreviations: ID, 
intellectual disability; RFLP, restriction fragment length polymorphism; STS, sequence-tagged site; WGS, whole genome sequencing.
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[13] because academic groups with access to only one or 
two NGS systems can use this approach to study the 
exomes of hundreds of patients with Mendelian diseases 
per year and the bioinformatic challenges are modest 
when compared with whole genome sequencing. 
Although sequencing a complete genome may take only 1 
week on a single machine, one can sequence more than 
20 exomes in the same time. Since November 2009, 
exome sequencing has led to the identification of over 30 
new genes in Mendelian diseases (Table 2) [14,15]. 
Although publication bias makes it difficult to assess the 
actual success rate of these approaches, from our own 
studies we estimate that whole exome sequencing 
identifies the major disease gene in at least 50% of the 
projects focused on rare but clinically well-defined 
Mendelian diseases (our unpublished data). The rapid 
expansion of Mendelian disease genes by exome 
sequencing is providing new insights because 
technological limitations have probably biased our 
current knowledge. Here, we discuss how our view of 
Mendelian disease is changing as a result of whole exome 
sequencing experiments and a limited number of whole 
genome sequencing approaches.

Lessons learned from exome sequencing
In the past 2 years we have seen many proof-of-concept 
studies using exome or genome studies to identify new 
disease genes for recessive and dominant disorders. 
These publications paint a mixed picture of phenotypes, 
genes and mutations underlying Mendelian disease 
(Figure 1, Table 2). There is a bias towards recessive 
disorders as their genetic causes are easier to identify 
than those that cause dominant disorders. This is because 

genes carrying rare homozygous or compound 
heterozygous variants are not frequent in the unaffected 
population, and these can easily be prioritized for follow-
up. In addition, past sample collection has mainly focused 
on familial cases with recessive inheritance.

Improving clinical diagnosis
From a review of the Mendelian diseases studied (Table 2), 
it is clear that not every whole exome sequencing experi-
ment will result in the identification of a new disease gene. 
There are several examples in which the underlying genetic 
cause was not evident from the phenotype, yet whole 
exome sequencing revealed mutations in a known disease 
gene. For example, Choi et al. [16] identified mutations in 
the gene solute carrier family 26, member 3 (SLC26A3), 
encoding an epithelial Cl−/HCO3

− exchanger, in a case with 
the initial differential diagnosis of Bartter syndrome, a 
renal salt-wasting disease. After these mutations were 
identified the clinical diagnosis was re-evaluated and 
changed to congenital chloride diarrhea (CLD, MID 
214700), a disease that was already known to result from 
mutations in this gene [17]. Similarly, Worthey et al. [18] 
reported a case in which a diagnosis of intractable 
inflammatory bowel disease (MIM 266600) was initially 
missed but was revealed after the identifi cation of a 
missense mutation in XIAP, the X-linked inhibitor of 
apoptosis gene, by exome sequencing. Both these examples 
[16,18] show that unbiased whole exome sequencing can 
have an enormous impact on patient management by 
assisting clinicians in making the proper diagnosis, a 
phenomenon known as reverse phenotyping [19].

Mutations in genes that are known to cause disease will 
also be identified frequently when whole exome or 

Table 1. Mendelian disease gene identification approaches

Approach Applies to Advantages Disadvantages

Candidate gene Any disease Easy to perform for one or two genes; requires 
no mapping, can directly identify the causative 
variant/mutation

Relies heavily on current biological knowledge; success 
rate very low

Genetic mapping by 
karyotyping

Any disease Easy to perform; no familial cases required; can 
detect (large) balanced events

Low resolution, only detects large chromosomal 
aberrations; mutation detection requires second step

Genetic mapping by linkage 
analysis

Inherited disease Easy to perform Requires large families, often identifies large loci; 
mutation detection requires second step

Genetic mapping by 
homozygosity mapping

Recessive 
monogenic 
diseases

Small families can be used Most useful for consanguineous families; often identifies 
large loci; mutation detection requires second step

Genetic mapping by CNV 
analysis

Monogenic/
monolocus  
disease

High resolution CNV screening; no familial 
cases required; can potentially identify small 
loci

Only investigates CNVs; cannot detect balanced events, 
no base-pair resolution; mutation detection requires 
second step

Whole exome sequencing 
(WES)

Any disease Base-pair resolution exome-wide; detects most 
types of genomic variation; can directly identify 
the causative variant/mutation

Unable to detect non-coding variants; limited resolution 
for CNVs and other structural variation; coverage 
variability due to enrichment process; relatively expensive

Whole genome sequencing 
(WGS)

Any disease Base-pair resolution genome-wide; detects all 
types of genomic variation; can directly identify 
the causative variant/mutation

Data analysis complex; even more expensive than exome 
sequencing
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genome sequencing is applied to genetically 
heterogeneous diseases that can be caused by monogenic 
mutations in many different genes. The technological 
limitations of Sanger sequencing often did not allow 
routine analysis of all known disease genes in patients 
with genetically heterogeneous disorders before whole 
exome approaches. The most prominent example of this 
was the identification of mutations in the SH3 domain 
and tetratricopeptide repeat domain 2 gene (SH3TC2, a 
gene known to cause neuropathy) as the cause of 
Charcot-Marie Tooth neuropathy (MIM 601596) in a 
family by whole genome sequencing [20]. An unbiased 
base-pair resolution approach can also reveal mutations 

in multiple genes that jointly explain a combination of 
two Mendelian phenotypes. For example, a study 
identified mutations in dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 
(DHODH) and dynein, axonemal, heavy chain 5 
(DNAH5) in two siblings as the explanation of the 
combined phenotype of Miller syndrome (postaxial 
acrofacial dysostosis; MIM 263750) and primary ciliary 
dyskinesia, respectively [14]. Traditional mapping 
approaches would probably have missed the mutations in 
DNAH5 as these were unique to this sibling and not 
present in other patients with Miller syndrome, which 
severely complicates mapping. Unbiased whole exome 
sequencing, on the other hand, identifies all variants and 

Table 2. Mendelian disease gene identifications by exome or genome sequencing

Disorder Inheritance Gene identified Scope References

Congenital chloride diarrhea Recessive SLC26A3	 Exome Choi et	al.	[16]

Miller syndrome Recessive  DHODH	 Exome Ng et	al.	[14]

Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy Recessive SH3TC2	 Genome Lupski et	al.	[20]

Metachondromatosis Dominant PTPN11	 Genome Sobreira et	al.	[23]

Schinzel-Giedion syndrome Dominant SETBP1	 Exome Hoischen et	al.	[29]

Nonsyndromic hearing loss Recessive GPSM2	 Exome Walsh et	al.	[69]

Perrault syndrome Recessive HSD17B4	 Exome Pierce et	al.	[25]

Hyperphosphatasia mental retardation syndrome Recessive PIGV	 Exome Krawitz et	al.	[68]

Sensenbrenner syndrome Recessive WDR35	 Exome Gilissen et	al.	[26]

Cerebral cortical malformations Recessive WDR62	 Exome Bilguvar et	al.	[70]

Kaposi sarcoma Recessive STIM1	 Exome Byun et	al.	[71]

Spinocerebellar ataxia Dominant TGM6	 Exome Wang et	al.	[72]

Combined hypolipidemia Recessive ANGPTL3	 Exome Musunuru et	al.	[40]

Complex I deficiency Recessive ACAD9	 Exome Haack et	al.	[52]

Autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome Recessive FADD	 Exome Bolze et	al.	[73]

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Dominant VCP	 Exome Johnson et	al.	[74]

Nonsyndromic mental retardation Dominant Various Exome Vissers et	al.	[31]

Kabuki syndrome Dominant MLL2	 Exome Ng et	al.	[30]

Inflammatory bowel disease Dominant XIAP	 Exome Worthey et	al.	[18]

Nonsyndromic mental retardation Recessive TECR	 Exome Caliskan et	al.	[75]

Retinitis pigmentosa Recessive DHDDS	 Exome Züchner et	al.	[56]

Osteogenesis imperfecta Recessive SERPINF1	 Exome Becker et	al.	[53]

Dilated cardiomyopathy Dominant BAG3	 Exome Norton et	al.	[24]

Hajdu-Cheney syndrome Dominant NOTCH2	 Exome Simpson et	al.	[76]

Hajdu-Cheney syndrome Dominant NOTCH2	 Exome Isidor et	al.	[77]

Skeletal dysplasia Recessive POP1	 Exome Glazov et	al. [78]

Amelogenesis Recessive FAM20A	 Exome O’Sullivan et	al.	[80]

Chondrodysplasia and abnormal joint development Recessive IMPAD1	 Exome Vissers et	al.	[80]

Progeroid syndrome Recessive BANF1	 Exome Puente et	al.	[81]

Infantile mitochondrial cardiomyopathy Recessive AARS2	 Exome Götz et	al.	[82]

Sensory neuropathy with dementia and hearing loss Dominant DNMT1	 Exome Klein et	al.	[49]

Autism Dominant Various Exome O’Roak et	al.	[32]
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allows for detailed analysis of individual cases and 
families. This is advantageous because the clinical 
spectrum of a disease can often be wider than previously 
appreciated, and multiple mutations might jointly explain 
a more complex phenotype.

Phenotypic heterogeneity
Allelic heterogeneity, in which a disease can be caused by 
mutations in different genes, has long been recognized to 
occur in Mendelian diseases. For example, in the case of 
Fanconi anemia (MIM 227650), a myelodysplastic 
disorder with chromosome breakage affecting all bone 
marrow elements and associated with cardiac, renal and 
limb malformations, mutations in many genes give rise to 
the exact same phenotype [21]. Conversely, it is also clear 
that different mutations in the same gene can result in 
completely different phenotypes, as is the case for tumor 
protein p63, in which different mutations can lead to 
several monogenic malformation syndromes [22]. This 
extreme form of phenotypic variability suggests 
completely different biological pathways are involved.

Unbiased whole exome and/or genome sequencing has 
identified further examples of unrelated phenotypes 
caused by different mutations in the same gene. Sobreira 
et al. [23] sequenced the complete genome of a single 
patient with metachondromatosis (MIM 156250), a 
skeletal dysplasia. They identified pathogenic loss-of-
function mutations in protein tyrosine phosphatase, 
nonreceptor-type 11 (PTPN11) for which gain-of-
function mutations are known to cause Noonan 
syndrome (MIM 163950), characterized by short stature 
and facial features, and pulmonary stenosis. Another 
example comes from Norton et al. [24], who identified 
both truncating and missense mutations in Bcl2-
associated athanogene 3 (BAG3) in patients with dilated 
cardiomyopathy (MIM 115200), characterized by cardiac 
dilatation and reduced systolic function. A missense 
variant in this gene was previously known to cause 
myofibrillar myopathy (MIM 612954), a strikingly 
different phenotype characterized by skeletal muscle 
weakness associated with cardiac conduction blocks, 
arrhythmias, and restrictive heart failure. The authors 
[24] also observed phenotypic variability in a zebrafish 
model, where translation initiation blocking of the whole 
gene gave a single phenotype of heart failure. By contrast, 
a second morpholino oligonucleotide that splices out 
exon 2 resulted in axis curvature that might be analogous 
to skeletal myopathy. This observation led the authors 
[24] to suggest fundamental differences in mechanisms of 
disease. Similarly, Pierce et al. [25] observed mutations in 
HSD174B, which encodes 17β-hydroxysteroid 
dehydrogenase type 4, in two adult patients with Perrault 
syndrome, characterized by ovarian dysgenesis and 
deafness. Different classes of HSD17B4 mutations have 

previously been associated with three different types of 
D-bifunctional protein (DBP) deficiency (MIM 261515), 
which is generally fatal within the first 2 years of life. The 
authors [25] suggested that the specific mutations they 
identified lead to a much milder phenotype that allows 
patients to survive to puberty and causes ovarian 
dysgenesis in females in addition to the known 
neurological defects associated with DBP. Using 
traditional approaches, these genes might not have been 
considered likely candidates for the disease.

In addition, for some novel disease genes the type of 
mutation may be specific to the disease in which these 
were observed. In two patients with Sensenbrenner 
syndrome, an autosomal recessive disorder characterized 
by ectodermal features, craniosynostosis and hypodontia, 
whole exome sequencing revealed a missense and a 
nonsense mutation in WD-repeat-containing protein 35 
(WDR35) [26]. It may well be that two missense 
mutations result in a milder phenotype, whereas other 
mutations could result in a more severe phenotype, as 
confirmed by a subsequent study of patients with a lethal 
short rib polydactyly syndrome [27].

The role of de novo mutations in rare and common 
disorders
Many dominant Mendelian disorders occur sporadically 
because the severity and early onset of the disorder 
preclude transmission to subsequent generations. 
Consequently, there are no families available for genetic 
studies. Genetic variants associated with these diseases 
are under strong negative selection and will be rapidly 
eliminated from the genetic pool [28]. For these reasons, 
many genes that cause ‘sporadic’ disease remain to be 
identified. Important new insights have come from 
studying these sporadic forms of Mendelian disease by 
whole exome sequencing.

Exome sequencing first identified de novo mutations 
causing rare syndromic forms of dominant sporadic 
Mendelian disease, such as Schinzel-Giedion syndrome 
(MIM 269150) and Kabuki syndrome (MIM 147920) 
[29,30]. Both disorders are characterized by intellectual 
disability and typical facial features, and were anticipated 
to be largely caused by mutations in a single gene, which 
facilitated interpretation of exome sequencing data. 
Multiple unrelated patients with the same syndrome 
were sequenced and variant prioritization was focused 
on genes showing severe mutations in multiple if not all 
patients. For Schinzel-Giedion syndrome this resulted in 
the identification of heterozygous mutations in SETBP1 
(encoding the SET binding protein 1, a histone-lysine N-
methyltransferase) in 12 out of 13 patients tested [29]. All 
mutations in SETBP1 occurred de novo in the patient and 
were not detected in DNA from the unaffected parents. 
The disease mutations clustered in a genomic stretch of 
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just 11 nucleotides, affecting three of four consecutive 
amino acids. Interestingly, individuals with partial 
chromosome 18 deletions affecting SETBP1 do not show 
clinical overlap with Schinzel-Giedion syndrome. 
Collectively, this indicates that these mutations are likely 
to confer a gain of function. Exome sequencing is 
particularly useful for identifying these types of 
mutations for which no other genome-wide approach is 
applicable. We suspect that gain-of-function mutations 
are largely underrepresented in the current databases, 
and that many more will be detected by exome 
sequencing.

After the detection of de novo mutations in rare 
Mendelian disorders, subsequent studies focused on 
their roles in common neurodevelopmental disorders, 
such as intellectual disability [31] and autism (MIM 
209850) [32]. The high population frequency of these 
disorders has been hypothesized to reflect de novo 
mutations that compensate for allele loss due to severely 
reduced fecundity. If this were the case, the frequency of 
these disorders would reflect the size of the mutational 
target; disease caused by de novo mutations in a single 
gene will be very rare, whereas disorders caused by de 
novo mutations in many genes can occur at a high 
prevalence (Figure 2). In other words, the complexity of 

many common diseases might be primarily due to genetic 
heterogeneity, with novel defects in different genes 
causing the same disease [33]. This would explain both 
the genetic and the clinical heterogeneity observed for 
mental illnesses and would explain why these disorders 
have a low recurrence risk [34]. To investigate this 
hypothesis, Vissers et al. [31] sequenced the exome of ten 
patients with intellectual disability and their healthy 
parents. After filtering out all inherited genomic 
variation, nine de novo mutations were identified in ten 
patients, between none and two per patient. Two de novo 
mutations were observed in genes previously linked to 
intellectual disability, and an analysis of the gene function 
and the mutation type indicated that an additional four 
de novo mutations in novel genes are likely to be 
pathogenic.

Similar results were recently reported by O’Roak et al. 
[32], who studied 20 patients with sporadic autism using 
the same approach [32]. Related work has also been 
reported for patients with schizophrenia (MIM 181500), 
although not yet using unbiased whole genome or exome 
approaches. In this case the authors [32] performed 
Sanger sequencing for 401 synapse-expressed genes in 
143 patients with schizophrenia and identified eight de 
novo mutations, two of which were in SH3 and multiple 

Figure 2. A representation of the relationship between the size of the mutational target and the frequency of disease for disorders 
caused by de novo mutations. Dashed lines separate different sizes of mutational target. Rounded rectangles represent examples of genes. 
Disease frequency categories range from extremely rare disorders (that is, only a few cases described) to disorders that occur more commonly 
within the population (such as intellectual disability, which has a frequency in the general population of more than 1%). Underneath each of these 
categories an example disorder is given. The lower part shows some of the implicated disease gene(s), ranging from a specific domain in a single 
gene, to single gene disorders, to multiple gene disorders, to disorders with extreme genetic heterogeneity. From left to right: SET binding protein 1 
(SETBP1); dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH); NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 1 (NDUFS1); acyl-CoA dehydrogenase family, 
member 9 (ACAD9); jumonji, AT rich interactive domain 1C (JARID1C); capicua homolog (CIC); deformed epidermal autoregulatory factor 1 (DEAF1); 
YY1 transcription factor (YY1); dynein, cytoplasmic 1, heavy chain 1 (DYNC1H1); member RAS oncogene family (RAB39B); synaptic Ras GTPase 
activating protein 1 (SYNGAP1).
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ankyrin repeat domains 3 (SHANK3), a gene known to 
cause schizophrenia [35,36]. If confirmed in larger 
follow-up studies, this would indicate that a significant 
proportion of these common disorders is caused by rare 
de novo mutations. This would provide strong support for 
the hypothesis that rare variants substantially contribute 
to common diseases and would also represent a change 
of focus in Mendelian genetic disease research, where the 
emphasis has been on studying familial forms of disease.

Severe early onset disorders, such as intellectual 
disability, autism and childhood schizophrenia, are 
clearly the first group of disorders on which to test this de 
novo mutation hypothesis, as inherited mutations are less 
likely to have a major role in these disorders because of 
the reduced fitness of those affected by the disease [37]. 
The contribution of de novo mutations to adult-onset 
diseases with less impact on fertility is expected to be 
lower. However, we note that this is mainly dependent on 
the size of the mutational target and remains to be 
determined. A problem in this respect, however, is the 
availability of surviving parents of offspring who have a 
late-onset disease in order to prove de novo occurrence 
[38]. Related to this, Conrad et al. [39] recently published 
the first genome sequencing study in two healthy trios of 
offspring with both their parents and validated 49 de 
novo germline mutations in one offspring and 35 in the 
other. This study [39] also highlighted the fact that cell 
lines are not the preferred material for this analysis, as 
952 and 643 non-germline de novo mutations were 
observed in both offspring that are likely to have been 
caused by cell line creation and culturing. Given the 
apparent role of rare de novo mutations in disease, it is 
evident that we need to learn much more about the 
general occurrence of these mutations in our population 
and perform detailed comparisons of de novo mutations 
in patients versus controls.

Finding the Mendelian contribution to common traits
Although some studies support the arguments that a 
significant proportion of common disorders (such as 
intellectual disability, autism and schizophrenia) 
represent an accumulation of rare disorders, true 
multigenic/complex diseases can also benefit from exome 
sequencing. Until NGS studies of the size of genome-
wide association studies are broadly applicable and 
affordable (that is, until one can run and analyze 1,000 
exomes routinely), insights can be obtained by studying 
small cohorts from the extreme ends of the phenotypic 
spectrum of common traits, because the Mendelian 
forms of these traits are expected to be overrepresented 
in this group. The first example of this approach was 
provided by whole exome sequencing in patients with 
extremely low low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol 
levels, which identified mutations in ANGPTL3 [40]. The 

identified gene is secreted and expressed primarily in the 
liver and encodes the angiopoietin-like 3 protein. 
ANGPTL3 has a role in lipoprotein lipase and endothelial 
lipase inhibition, thereby increasing plasma triglyceride 
and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol levels. 
The very low LDL levels in these individuals could 
therefore be explained by two mutated alleles for this 
gene.

From genes to pathways
Although only a few exome studies have been conducted 
so far (Table 2), these have already provided new insights 
into human gene networks. For example, it was known 
through classical disease gene identification that histone 
modifiers have an important role in human develop-
mental diseases. Haploinsufficiency of histone methyl-
trans ferases, such as NSD1 (encoding nuclear receptor 
binding SET domain protein 1), NSD2 (encoding nuclear 
SET domain-containing protein 2 and also called Wolf-
Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1, WHSC1) and EHMT1 
(encoding euchromatic histone-lysine N-methyltransferase 
1), cause several congenital diseases [41]. Exome sequencing 
studies have confirmed the importance of this class of 
genes. Among the few exome studies that identified 
dominant genes for Mendelian disorders, three disease 
genes function in histone modification: (i) mutations in 
the histone methyltrans ferase gene MLL2 (H3K4me) 
have been shown to be the cause of Kabuki syndrome 
[30]; (ii) point mutations in SETBP1 – encoding the SET 
binding protein 1, a histone-lysine N-methyltransferase – 
have been identified as the cause of Schinzel-Giedion 
syndrome [29]; (iii) most recently, ASXL1, encoding the 
protein Additional sex-combs-like 1, was implicated in 
Bohring-Opitz syndrome (MIM 605039), characterized 
by severe malformations and intellectual disability [42]. 
ASXL1 is an interactor of lysine-specific demethylase 1 
(LSD1) and therefore ASXL1 can be considered another 
histone modification gene [43].

Histone modifiers might have a dual role in disease. 
Although germline mutations in these genes can lead to 
developmental disorders, somatic mutations have been 
reported in leukemias and other malignancies. 
Translocations of NSD1 to NUP98 (encoding nucleoporin 
98 kDa) and of NSD2/WHSC1 to IgH occur in some 
hematologic malignancies [41]. In addition, SETBP1 
translocations with NUP98 have been described in 
pediatric acute T-cell lymphoblastic leukemia [44], and 
somatic mutations in ASXL1 occur in several forms of 
leukemia [45,46]. Further credence for this dual role for 
genes involved in histone modification has been given by 
recent studies. It was already anticipated that the 
DNMT3A, DNMT3B and DNMT3L proteins were 
primarily responsible for the establishment of genomic 
DNA methylation patterns and should therefore have an 
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important role in human developmental, reproductive 
and mental health [47]. Exome sequencing identified 
DNMT3A (encoding DNA methyltransferase 3A) 
mutations in monocytic leukemia, confirming the 
suspected link with cancer development [48]. Exome 
sequencing also led to the identification of mutations in 
DNMT1 that cause both central and peripheral 
neurodegeneration in a form of hereditary sensory and 
autonomic neuropathy with dementia and hearing loss 
[49]. These exome sequencing findings add to a growing 
list of genes for which somatic mutations have been 
identified in malignancies and germline mutations in 
developmental disorders.

The importance of evolutionary conservation
The interpretation of missense variants in Mendelian 
diseases is challenging. A common method to address 
pathogenicity is to assume that purifying selection 
‘constrains’ evolutionary divergence at phenotypically 
important nucleotides and amino acids [50]. Following 
an earlier suggestion [51], exome studies have now 
confirmed that pathogenic missense variants indeed tend 
to affect highly conserved nucleotides (using GERP, 
PhyloP or PhastCons scores), or amino acids (by multiple 
sequence alignment). All scores in some way measure the 
difference between the number of nucleotide 
substitutions that have occurred at a site during evolution 
and the number of substitutions that are expected from 
neutral evolution. As an example, the nucleotides 
affected by de novo mutations in SETBP1 that cause 
Schinzel-Giedion syndrome are among the most highly 
conserved bases in the genome, according to PhyloP 
vertebrate conservation scores [29]. This observation is 
unlikely to be explained by an ascertainment bias, as 
evolutionary conservation is generally used only to 
strengthen the existing evidence of pathogenicity, rather 
than to prioritize variants for follow-up.

Towards therapy for Mendelian disease
Exome studies have revealed mutations causing 
Mendelian disease in more than 30 genes, many of which 
had no previously known function. This knowledge can 
help to identify essential biological pathways disrupted in 
these often severe disorders. For example, Haack et al. 
[52] obtained a promising clinical response to a 
multivitamin scheme including daily riboflavin treatment 
in a patient with a complex 1 deficiency (MIM 252010) 
after whole exome sequencing revealed mutations in 
ACAD9, a member of the mitochondrial acyl-CoA 
dehydrogenase protein family. Another example involves 
SERPINF1, in which mutations were detected by whole 
exome sequencing in patients with osteogenesis 
imperfecta [53]. There is much to learn from the first 
gene therapy trials with pigment epithelium-derived 

factor (PEDF, encoded by SERPINF1). PEDF is thought to 
counteract the effect of vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) – a signal protein produced by cells that 
stimulates vasculogenesis and angiogenesis – and trials 
are dedicated to the treatment of the wet form of age-
related macular degeneration [54]. In a mouse model of 
ischemia-induced retinal angiogenesis, PEDF eliminated 
aberrant neovascularization [55], which suggests that 
PEDF might have potential in treating osteogenesis 
imperfecta. Finally, Züchner et al. [56] used whole exome 
sequencing to identify mutations in dehydrodolichyl 
diphosphate synthase (DDHDS) in patients with retinitis 
pigmentosa, linking this disease to N-linked glycosylation 
pathways, suggesting new possibilities for therapeutic 
interventions. Although the number of these promising 
examples is small, one might foresee that several clinical 
conditions will be better understood after the 
identification of the underlying disease gene, and in some 
cases this will enable usable therapy.

Conclusions
Exome sequencing and, in a few cases, genome 
sequencing, has significantly progressed the field of 
Mendelian disease in the past 2 years. The unbiased 
nature of these approaches is providing significant 
insights into the genetic causes of Mendelian disease in 
general, and of sporadic disease in particular, by revealing 
rare de novo mutations as a common cause of disease. 
This approach is crucial for drawing accurate genotype-
phenotype correlations and will undoubtedly improve 
diagnosis for the millions of individuals with Mendelian 
disease, improve family counseling and reveal new 
therapeutic targets. The next challenge in disease 
research will be to systematically study the role of 
variation in the non-coding part of our genome in health 
and disease. The study of Mendelian diseases will be 
crucial in this endeavor, as they offer the advantage of 
high penetrant mutations, the ability to perform family 
studies and look for segregation of variation with disease, 
and the possibility of finding recurrent mutations in 
unrelated patients with similar phenotypes.
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